
About This Book-

 In 2015, I was recruited alongside Disney artist David Gardner (Beauty and the Beast, Rescuers Down Under) by the Santa Fe University of Art 
and Design. We were charged to develop and lead a concept art and illustration program with one proviso: that it would be what we wished we had 
as art students. So, over the next year, we refi ned our wordless hopes into a compelling program and empowered our students to put pencil to paper. 
Sadly, only two semesters into our dream program, the corporation fi nancially backing SFUAD announced that they had decided to shut down the 
entire University! We would have one more year, but in the end, after a forced expulsion of 85% of our design major only nine students remained. 
    
    We had no time for languid education; we would have to build the plane in the air! Along with my remaining pupils and three former students 
turned art directors, I formed a small concept design studio within the Garson Studios on campus. We spent the year in Zahein-- exploring the 
outer regions of the Imperium, the cold minds of the URM, and the terrestrial burrows of the Bogorite-Manifestus. We build a story and a world. 
We constructed tanks, designed costumes, gave speeches, fought wars, and heroically defeated the White Death! It was in this, the fashioning of fantasy, 
that we became not just better artists, but better students of life. It was truly an otherworldly time. What you hold in your hand now is the labor of 
love produced with that last senior class. 

                                                  Leave no stone unimagined.
    
                                                           
                                                                                                                  ~Jacob Romeo Lecuyer - Christian Horning
                                           

                                                           
                                                                                                                  ~Jacob Romeo Lecuyer - Christian Horning

Artwork by Katie Prouty - katieprouty.com

                                                           
                                                                                                                  ~Jacob Romeo Lecuyer - Christian Horning
                                                           
                                                                                                                  ~Jacob Romeo Lecuyer - Christian Horning
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Foreword-

“As the fi lm and entertainment industry constantly pushes the technological envelope, the role 
of a concept artist has radically adapted.  A concept artist needs to be both uniquely creative and 
also create effective and compelling design solutions to a variety of production requirements.

This has made the job of educating aspiring concept artists equally more important and more 
complex.  Jacob Lecuyer’s concept art and visual development program at SFUAD teaches aspiring 
concept artists how to create visuals that are inextricably connected to a greater narrative.

The Moons of Zahein is a stellar example of the visual storytelling necessary to be 
competitive in the quick-shifting fi lm industry.  The body of work created in this program 
demonstrates a clear understanding of how to develop conceptual art that serves as an 
effective tool for narrative development.”

-Stephan Martiniere, Creative Director and owner of 
Green Monkey Design.  Art Director for the acclaimed video game 
Rage and concept artist for Star Wars: Episodes 2 and 3, The Guardians 
of the Galaxy and Ready Player One.
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                  Enjoy this epic adventure online at www.moonsofz.com

To: David Gardner, Asa Enochs, Linda Sellheim, Jack Sprague and Brad Bergsbaken . 
Because of you, this project happened.

Especially to: Atticus Giff ord whom I was delighted to brainstorm through the big concepts of 
these worlds for hours and hours with. What wonderful times those were, thank you.

Also to: Ron Lemen, Marshall Vandruff , and Cliff  Cramp who were each instrumental in my 
development as an artist, teacher, and art director.  Also because of you, this project happened.

Finally to: 
Garrett Nicole Johnston, Maya Austin, Kaity Reaves, Gabrielle Garza, Devon Roff , 
Maggie Juarez, Dylan Tenorio, Jeremiah Goldston, Van Nguyen, Luke Fresquez, Ryan Neal, 
Katie Prouty, Ozzie Burke, Kaity Reaves, Cameron Bayly and especially...
Mary Farrah, Chimezie Onuoha, and Christian Horning (a fantastic writer (and good chap)).

THE MOONS OF ZAHEIN 
Uncovering a Lost Civilization
Edited by Giga Vada III
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MAP OF OF THE SETTLEMENT ON HEIAN: CIRCA 680J.E
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THE MOONS OF ZAHEIN: UNCOVERING A LOST CIVILIZATION

IN RE: The journals of Haltoré Zado, the voyage of OI space ark Zetta146, the 
birth and destruction of the Heian colony, and the discovery of the cure, Salvare.

GIGA VADA 111: CIRCA 823J.E.
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To my Lord Protector, my esteemed  
Colleagues, and my Fellow Citizens:

 On this most festive date, the 20th anniversary of the New Imperium, 

I here present, for the fi rst time, the complete and unedited translations of 

Haltoré Zado’s journals. This restoration, though painstakingly slow and diffi cult, 

has been for all of us at the NIDP a labor of love. We celebrate Zado and the 

entire crew of Zetta147 with our zenithal gratitude for their gift, Salvare-- and 

for the deliverance it has brought us against the Plague.  We will forever be in 

their debt.  And even so, Zado has given us a greater inheritance still, for within 

his brief chronicles he reveals the deeper truth behind the cure.  I am convinced 

that it is not simply corporal restoration that Zado’s bestows upon us-- rather, 

in the telling of this sad and lavish Heian tragedy, he pours for us an elixir to heal 

the fractured soul of our most noble and precious New Imperium. 

 May we fi nd the wisdom of harmony in the pages of this empyrean record 

and, by the Holy One’s will, perhaps even salvation. 

 Included in this publication, I have displayed other records and artifacts 

found within the wreckage of Zetta147. Many blueprints and images were 

recovered intact, others received meticulous reconstruction, while still others 

we chose to print in their original partial form.  Included also are notes and 

charts of our own devising that we believe will be helpful to your understanding.  

We have striven to curate the remains of the ship and the civilization it bore with 

virtue and without bias, may you read it so. 
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547 J.E. 

The White Death 
outbreak begins 
and will continue 
to overtake the 
entire Imperium.

547

556 J.E. 

Leaders of the Zadoch-Commerce 
Union propose a mission through 
the Leonane asteroid belt to create 
a new colony and �nd a cure on a 
habitable moon belonging to 
Zahein. Due to a lack of scienti�c 
recources and physical dexterity 
they recruit members of the 
Commercia-Biologica and 
Transcenda-Scienti�ca Unions.

556

573 J.E.  

Zetta146 rises, leaving 
the Imperium with 
thoughts of
sobered brightness.

578 J.E.  

Zetta146 lands, Exander 
Haylen gives a speech of 
unity whilst unions
Commercia-Biologica and 
Trancenda-Scienti�ca break 
their ships away from the 
main vessel, leaving all 
three unions disembodied 
from one another.

576

576 J.E.  581 J.E.  

The 100 year war begins as the Transcenda-Scienti�ca 
Union becomes the United Republic of the Mind, 
The Commercia-Biologica Union emerges as the 
Bogorite-Manifestus and the Zadoch-Commerce 
Union cling to the values of the Imperium, referring 
to themselves as the New Zadoch. 

Qin-Zado is given unilateral 
control over all Zadoch guilds 
and named Emperor-General. 
Within four days, 347 public 
executions take place 
across the nation. 

694

694 J.E.  

In the northern coastal city of 
Laberdon, on the border of 
New Zadoch and the 
Bogorite-Manifestus, 
biological living weapons are 
unleashed against a small 
platoon of New Zadoch 
soldiers. The Bogorites 
cheerfully claim responsibility. 
Qin-Zado declares war.

696

697 J.E.  696 J.E.  

In New Zadoch, the 
military guild, 
Zado-Militum, rises to 
complete power under 
the leadership of 
KOHAR QIN-ZADO. 
The three nations of 
Heian begin to have 
small but violent 
boarder skirmishes.

581-696

691 J.E.  

691

War breaks out. Each nation sets 
out to destroy the other with no 
thought of treaty or compromise. 
The remaining years of Heian 
history are blood and tears. 

696-802

New Zadoch inaugurates war, 
Qin-Zado initiates a six year 
campaign to create a physical border 
around New Zadoch territory. A 
molecular cancer is engineered and 
unleashed in the water near the 
borders, the water becomes 
mucilaginous and thick, a toxic red 
mist rises. No life is possible within a 
half mile of the border.

697-703578

The Moons of Zahein: ZETTA 146-147-HEIAN EXPEDITION TIMELINE

573

696

A�er two years of 
uncertainty, commerce 
negotiations between the 
three unions commence 
and the precarious Heian 
Trade Alliance (HTA) is 
initiated. This agreement 
will govern a relative peace 
for the next 118 years.
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720 Assassination of the Hive Father

720 J.E.  

Hostile mania sweeps across the 
Bogorite-Manifestus, leading to an 
invasion of New Zadoch. New Zadoch 
falls into chaos a�er Qin-Zado’s death. 
Bogorite-Manifestus swallows up 
more than half their nation.

721 J.E.  801 J.E.  

New Zadoch refugees manage to form 
a strong resistance and �ght back against 
the Bogorite. The Father of Five contrives 
an invasion through URM territory, who 
awake and respond violently to this 
disturbance. 

801721-785

785 J.E.  

785-801
TheFather of Five comes to power over 
the Bogorite-Manifestus. They ignite a 
fury which engulfs New Zadoch, refugees 
begin to �ee to the only safe zone-- the 
northern borders, near the URM. The 
philosophy called “A�nity” is born, 
uniting New Zadoch, URM, and Bogorite 
refugees.  The refugees begin to build an 
ark to escape Heian and �nd a new home 
where they can freely express their 
beliefs.

Rise of the Father of Five

804 J.E.  

The sick passengers of 
Zetta147 search for and 
discover a cure-Salvare. They 
are able to halt the spread of 
White Death while learning of 
unity and completion.

804-810

810 J.E.  

Zetta147 is complete.
Refugees board and 
take o� in the vessel, 
inhaling the air of 
Heian, and unknow-
ingly infecting the 
vessel’s inhabitants 
with the White 
Death.

804

An outlier asteroid from Leonane 
destroys the Zetta147’s oxygen tanks. 
The refugees store the cure and all 
collected knowledge in a safe capsule, 
and prepare for their inevitable 
deaths.

810

--A meteorite is spotted entering Imperium airspace 
over the Bendala Peninsula at 1:53 standard 6/20.
--A radio signal leads a team to a damaged capsule 
o� the southern Bendala Peninsula. 7:41 standard 6/21.
--The unopened capsule is brought to NIDP 
headquarters. 14:32 standard 6/22.
--Among countless artifacts, papers, recordings, 
drawings, and art, there is a single vial labelled 
“Salvare” and a journal next to it inscribed with the 
ancient Imperium words, “We have found the cure”.

810

The Moons of Zahein: ZETTA 146-147-HEIAN EXPEDITION TIMELINE

Qin-Zado, formulates a brilliant 
and reckless strategy to cut o� the 
head of the Bogorite-Manifestus, 
In the heart of winter an elite 
force of Zado-Militum in�ltrate 
the principal Hive and kill the 
Hive Father. This leads to four 
more generations of war and to 
the immediate capture, torture, 
and dismemberment of the 
entire special unit force. 

802 J.E.  

URM unleashes their full 
might.  Squadrons upon 
squadrons of URM vessels take 
�ight, and within 11 days the 
nations of New Zadoch and the 
Bogorite-Manifestus are utterly 
laid to waste. The White Death 
returns as the URM’s weapon of 
perfection, with none immune.

802

Hundreds hide below ground, 
una�ected by the events on the 
surface. Refugees from all three 
factions contribute to the 
construction of Zetta147 in hope 
of returning to The Imperium.

802-804
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HERE ARE THE 
WORDS OF 
HALTORÉ 
ZADO
~810J.E.~
 237. It has been 237 years since Zetta146 left  the Imperium. And like 

upon our present ship, Desperation and Hope were her crew. You sent her 

to the 4th Moon of Zahein to fi nd a cure, and if none could be found or 

engineered, to build a new home. You sent your brightest and best, and 

they… they failed. 

HALTORE ZADO: CIRCA 804J.E.
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 But we, we have not. Here on this ship we have built the home you 

desired, we have engineered the miracle that you needed, we have found 

the peace that you sought-- and we are bringing it to you. 

 237 years.  We have changed.  Few of us remember the tales of the 

Imperium, even fewer have the ability to read or write your codex any 

longer.  Like our bodies, our words have coalesced and mutated.  Perhaps 

you will find these pages hard to understand-- as I find your uncials to be. 

Perhaps you will not find these pages at all.  Perhaps you too have changed 

and have no need of our impoverished thoughts.  Perhaps.  But I must 

believe that these centuries of horror, war, and pain have meaning. I must 

believe that we, the tattered remnant of Heian, we, who have engineered 

the catholicon against the White Death, mean something.  We have worked 

tirelessly these last five years aboard Zetta147 and by the grace of the Holy 

One; we have triumphed.  And for you we have done this.  It has all been 

for you.  We will not survive. 

 Yet, you do not know us and you do not know the prayers to say upon 

our graves.  You do not know our tragedy and you do not know our bliss. 

We are your forgotten brothers.  Who shall tell you our history?  Who shall 

set before you our table and pour for you our wine?  Who shall break for 

you our bread and read to you our truth?  We have no libraries for you to 

wander.  No record of these centuries untouched by the flames.  You will 

never know unless I tell you.  Therefore, I, Haltoré Zado, though weak in 

body and fading in mind, do here offer you a chronicle of these our years. 

I write these words not only by my own recollection, but by the stories told 

to me during these years aboard this ship.  Told to me by those I once 

considered enemy-- but now are dearest friend-- told to me by lips I did 

once curse-- but now I kiss-- told to me by bodies that I once mangled 

--but now I hold close.  This history, like this cure, is not mine alone to 

give--it is ours-- bloody, broken, and cherished-- it is ours.  Know us in 

these words and do not forget. 
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~Our history begins with the Father of our two worlds:
The Imperium~
 We have been told that The Imperium was a Benevolent Father. It was 

a world of peace and order, a golden age of strength and wisdom, and the 

cornerstone of this empire was The Central Law of Ethics. We have been told 

that before the Law there was only bedlam and puerility -- and aft er only 

enlightenment. It was Edenic; it was Kingdom come. And yet this statute of 

knowledge, this compendium of commandments was completely ineff ectual 

against the dark descent of the plague. No wall could be raised against it, no 

philosophy could be spoken to defeat it, no sword could slay it -- its only 

demand was life itself and life had no defense. 

OUTSKIRTS OF SEROSH OLD IMPERIUM CAPITAL CITY BEFORE THE OUTBREAK OF THE WHITE DEATH:  CIRCA 523J.E.               
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RUINS OF SEROSH OLD IMPERIUM CAPITAL CITY: CIRCA 561J.E.  
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~547 J.E.~
 OUTBREAK: White Death, Creeping Paralysis, Ash Catchers Disease, 

Stone Cutters Syndrome, The Angel of Embers--- it has many names in our 

shared history. It is pure anathema. It is the sickness that destroys being-- 

and along with the screams and tortured bodies comes the Degenerate 

Brethren of Poverty and the Destitution of the Spirit. The bodies are 

crushed in the streets and piled unnaturally in fi elds-- gnarled and twisted 

they form altar pyres to the daemons of death and when the fl ame is lit, 

each fi ery monument of martyrs burns like incense in the cathedral of the 

perverse. The plague is god and the Imperium is its acolyte. Our Fatherland 

falls into the darkest mire-- and hope vanishes like a candle on the shore. 

~556 J.E.~
 In response to this ceaseless devastation, the Zadoch-Commerce 

Union, the dominant voice and heart of The Imperium, proposes a desperate 

mission through the vast Leonane Asteroid Belt. A ship, an ark, will be sent 

into that lithic chaos and, if it survives, it might create a new colony on 

the fourth moon of the gas giant Zahein. There the extant pioneers will 

continue The Imperium’s lineage and, if the Holy One wills it, fi nd a cure 

and rid every world of White Death.

 Though able to solely fi nance this endeavor, the Zadoch-Commerce 

Union lacks both the scientifi c resources and the physical dexterity to enact 

their implausible plan. Therefore, attempting to engage help, they begin a 

series of arduous negotiations with the erratic Commercia-Biologica and 

obtuse Transcenda-Scientifi ca unions. Each union clashes for the highest 

status-- each for the glory and the ascendancy. 

 Finally, aft er interminable arbitration, Biologica and Scientifi ca 

agree to off er their resources to ZCU, at great expense and with one glaring 

and unexpected demand-- that they alone control the blueprints for the 

ship. The ZCU has no choice against this united front. They agree.  
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 So begins the two decade construction of Zetta146. While the empire 

crumbles around them, the three unions work relentlessly on the remote 

and previously uninhabited island of Adlaboro. Quarantine measures are 

strict and immediate. Before any man, woman, child, or animal steps onto 

the island they are processed through invasive medical examinations and a 

lengthy quarantine. Providentially, their precautions prove successful and 

White Death never reaches Adlaboro or aboard the ark. 

 Throughout nearly twenty years of demanding labor, the three 

unions perform as one-- something they had not done in 500 years. They 

know that every hope and every eye of the Imperium rests upon their 

employment. So too, this public alliance means that they are obliged, no 

matter their culture or personal belief, to bow their knees to the Central 

Law of Ethics. The Law, which had brought the Imperium into the light, 

will claim once again to launch them past the stars. Thrice daily, the horns 

blow and their labor halts and they recite the six tenets-- symbolizing their 

uniformity and unwavering loyalty to the Law. We have been told that 

men wept at this display of united virtue. Perhaps it truly was a time of 

guilelessness-- for you did not see the deception was from the start. You 

did not see that the seeds of apostasy were already bearing fruit.  

~573J.E.~
 A beleaguered and winnowed Imperium watches with sobered 

brightness in their eyes as Zetta 146 rises from Adlaboro. The island shakes 

as the ship takes flight, hills are crushed, tides rise to the ship’s gravity, and 

the sky turns to pitch with smoke. The ark lumbers into the sky and then 

with a clap that cracks the heavens-- it shoots toward the halo of wandering 

mountains-- toward Leonane and out of sight.

 We have few stories of the journey. Our ancestry spoke little of those 

years of travel. However, we do know the ship sustained significant losses 

as it traveled through the asteroid belt and we know that lives were lost. 

We know that though there were paradisiacal attempts at understanding 

each other, we know also that men struggled for power, that alliances were 

made, that others were broken, and that much seed was destroyed for spite 

and for gain. 
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE ZETTA146: CIRCA 576J.E.   
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 We know that during the dark and grueling voyage the heart of each 

man was revealed and that what was unmasked was something far more 

insidious than any plague. We know that monsters emerged and preyed 

upon the weak, and we know that they ate the dead and the dying. In the 

end Zetta146 landed on the surface of Heian three years later divided in 

mind, body, and soul -- united only by the metal of the ship itself, and 

those tired bolts would soon break as well. 

~576J.E.~
 ARRIVAL: Zetta146 lands forcefully but safely on the fourth moon of 

Zahein. There is no applause. No shouts of triumph. Those aboard the ark 

give no prayer of gratitude-- they are alive, yes, but they do not know yet 

whether breath is a curse or a benediction. 

573J.E. 
Zetta146 Departs

“Rejoice all who breath,
Give thanks to those who 

leave. 
For Sickness Stays and Hope 

Ascends.
For Sickness Stays and Hope 

Ascends.
Fall prostrate all Impure,

Supplication for the Cure.
For Sickness Stays and Hope 

Ascends.
For Sickness Stays and Hope 

Ascends.
May eternal time not eclipse

The Rise of the 146.”

-Imperium Hymn of Promise-
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THE ZETTA146 “EXODUS FROM KOBLT”: CIRCA 573J.E. 
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LIFE ABOARD 
THE ZETTA 
146
~575J.E.~

“I hate the word ‘unnatural.’ I hear it aboard this ship and it 
makes me sick. Is it unnatural to evolve? To grow? We are on a 
journey to save ‘the natural’ because the natural has failed. If our 
fl esh does not progress, we will die. We must become more… 
and we do not have time on our side. We must create now. To 
hell with the Zadoch.” 

-From the journal of an anonymous Biologica crew member

DEBATE AND DISCUSSION AMONGST THE COMMERCIA-BIOLOGICA NOBLES: CIRCA 574J.E. 
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CB HEAT SINK

SCHEMATICS OF THE 557J.E. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ZETTA 146 NEW IMPIRIUM ACHIVE: CIRCA 821J.E. 
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575J.E. 
The Traverse

“I have never said the other 
unions are unintelligent.  They 
attempt to understand the
world the best they can within 
their obvious limitations.  
Their obsession with the Holy 
One shows well that they 
comprehend that they are poor 
creatures. Sadly, they will not 
overcome this error.  They are 
tied to their fl esh and to the 
morality that binds it.
Transcendence is not a 
possibility for these unions, 
therefore there is only one 
option for them.”

-Sarsai Iebermis the Superior, 
Transcenda-Scientifi ca
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CB HEAT SINK

575J.E. 
The Traverse

“Zahein cannot come soon 
enough. The relationship with 
Biologica and Transcenda-
Scientifi ca has become 
untenable.  Exander believes 
Heian will unite us once 
again, but I see no such future. 
The hope of the Imperium is 
disappearing over the horizon; 
you can feel it in every eyeline 
and in every conversation. 
My prayers are no longer for 
the harmony and success of 
our journey, but rather I pray 
simply that we do not fall to the 
barbaric spirit of war.”

-Princess Lattise Harron, ZCU 
Representative to the Imperium
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575J.E. 
The Traverse

“Dignity is not optional. It is the 
foundation on which we build 
all of civilization. Some on this 
ship have chosen anarchy and 
base behavior-- we shall not.  
We are the members of the 
Zadoch- Commerce Union, the 
voice of The Imperium. Though 
surrounded by uncertainty and 
violence, we will not degrade 
ourselves. We are light above. 
We are the sign of hope. We 
are the symbol of prosperity. 
And Ladies and Gentlemen-- it 
begins with how we dress.”

- Ranelit Beligh, Fashion 
Designer for the ZCU
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LIFE ON HEIAN
~576J.E. Arrival~

“Brothers, Sisters, surely there is more that unites us than 
divides us. We can no longer aff ord to concern ourselves 
with minute diff erences, with insignifi cant discrepancies. 
We are at war with Death itself, an enemy that though 
none of us will escape in the end, we are duty bound to 
rage against-- no, not for ourselves, but for those we left  
behind-- for our children, for our wives, for our husbands, 
our mothers, our fathers-- we cannot, we will not, let our 
narrow-minded quarrels keep us from saving them-- and 
may the Holy One bless us-- returning to them. We will 
not allow the irrelevant to overshadow the vital. We will 
not allow the ignorant to destroy the innocent. We will not 
allow division to be the vision. We will not allow it. We will 
not allow it. We will unite. We will unite. As One, we will 
unite.”

-ZCU Prime Minister Exander Haylen

“UNITY”-“FREE US FROM THE SHADOW”: POSTER HONORING PRIME MINISTER EXANDER HAYLEN: CIRCA 576J.E.   
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 Before the doors open upon the desert of Heian, EXANDER HAYLEN, 

newly elected prime minster of the Zadoch-Commerce Union, delivers 

a short exaltation across the radio waves of the ship. A damaged record 

testifies his words and the scene that follows.

 “We have not arrived, my friends; our mission has just begun. Give 

thanks to the Holy One that you have been given this honor. As we go forth 

to plow and to reap, it is the responsibility of each citizen to maintain every 

letter of the Central Law of Ethics... It is the responsibility of each citizen to 

labor for the glory of the Imperium and for her future salvation. We shall 

not fail in this our task for we shall be a united force on this new planet-- a 

single body that shall rebirth the Imperium stronger, wiser, and kinder. We 

are one. We are one! … And now in continuance of solidarity--- GRISTOR 

TUENTH will speak for the union of Commercia-Biologica and SARSAI 

IEBERMIS for Transcenda-Scientifica.”

 No response is heard. Confused mumbling follows.  “GRISTOR 

TUENTH... can you hear me? SARSAI IEBERMIS... can you hear me?”

 The uneasy silence on the recording splits the ears. Then a sound as 

deep as the Holy One’s bellow saturates the recording. It is the reverberation 

of two engines cranking, clanking, and then bombilating. It is the sound of 

trisection. Like flower petals ripping from their ovary-- metal sheets fall 

from the sides of the ships and the Commercia-Biologica and Transcenda-

Scientifica portions of the Zetta146 brake free from Zadoch. Every union 

now disembodied from the other-- freed and unencumbered-- Biologica 

and Scientific sail from Zadoch, one to the East, the other to the West. It is 

clear now why they kept the blueprints from Zadoch. It is clear now that 

they never intended synthesis. It was all ornamental-- it was all deception. 

They abandoned the quest, rejected the Law, and betrayed the alliance. 

Within an hour of landing, the Imperium is drawn and quartered, Zetta146 

is lost, and the dream of the Imperium with her. 

~578J.E.~
 After two years of uncertainty, anger, and paranoia, commerce 

negotiations between the three unions commence and the precarious 

Heian Trade Alliance (HTA) is initiated. This agreement will govern a 

relative peace for the next 118 years.
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THE DISSOLUTION OF THE HEIAN FELLOWSHIP OF UNIONS: CIRCA 576J.E.  
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~581J.E. -- 696J.E.~
 Though the HTA is never truly broken, every transaction between the 

unions is twisted with mistrust and adulterated with bigoted hate. Each blames 

the other for the failure of Zetta146 and none see restoration as possible. 

Leaders rise and fall and each union becomes more and more isolated. Nearly 

all commerce between the unions ceases, outside of the necessary-- and those, 

by this time are completed without a living hand involved. Machines become 

our ambassadors; machines become our emissaries to all that is outside or our 

unions-- all that is diff erent and all that is feared. And in this isolation, untouched 

and uninfl uenced by the other, we each become our own idealized pure selves. 

We become the hell that is the individual- we each become a diff erent book 

upon the same page.

 Perhaps it is the brutal estrangement, perhaps it is that we are so far 

from our true home, perhaps it is the air of Heian, perhaps it is the new and 

strange food we are forced to engineer and grow-- but we change. Each union 

spirals through a secret metamorphosis over the next century -- whether the 

transformations are evolutionary or entropic, you may judge for yourselves.  

 The Transcenda-Scientifi ca Union becomes the United Republic of the 

Mind, the URM. They begin to shun emotion and commerce. They revile their 

own bodies-- the mind is all.  Math becomes their language and Pragmatism 

their god. They migrate further and further into the cold, into the ice, into 

a lifeless land where only light and thought can breath. The URM become 

mysterious and mythic-- rarely are they seen, rarely do they make contact 

with us. If only it had remained so.

 The Commercia-Biologica Union emerge as the Bogorite-Manifestus. 

The intellect begins to mean less and less to them-- it fades into their fl esh. 

They rely on instinct and upon the rule of their powerful monarchs. Physical 

beauty and muscular might become currency, for they worship the carnal 

and the corporeal. They spill into the caves and make colonies within the soil. 

The Bogorite actively transform and mutate their bodies without regard to 

their evolutionary needs-- for them it becomes fashion, for them it becomes 

status-- for them, fl esh is morality; fl esh is the crown of perfection.
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577 J.E. 623 J.E. 682 J.E.
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 And we, the people of the Zadoch-Commerce Union, cling to our 

traditions and to our beliefs, and simply begin referring to ourselves as The 

New Zadoch. We carry the bright torch of the Central Law of Ethics and 

hold closely to our merchant class monarchy. We bow only to THE HOLY 

ONE, and extol the balance of mind, body, and soul. We are the inheritors 

of the Imperium and we alone are the light upon Heian… 

 This is what I would have told you when I was a young man; this is 

what I would have preached to you in our taverns and schools. But I am 

too old to recite our creeds and too old to believe stale hypocrisy. We were 

none of these things. Zadoch was the worst of them all-- for we knew the 

better way and did not set our feet upon the path. We should have led; we 

should have played the servant and made peace, we should have sought the 

restoration of the three unions at any cost and then perhaps we would have-

- may the HOLY ONE forgive us-- perhaps we would have found the cure 

and returned to you 200 years ago. But we did not.

 Without the full biological resources of the Bogorite and without the 

URM’s acumen, we could not fi nd a cure-- we had passion but not the mind 

to direct it nor the hand to deliver it. So over time, we abandoned our pursuit 

and Zadoch fell into an industrial fervor and we returned to our basest nature- 

we returned to the marketplace. We built banks for our wealth, textiles for 

our linens, storehouses for our grain, and massive hangers for our weapons. 

Coin became our Commander and Commerce our Religion. Yes, we wrote 

the Central Law of Ethics on our buildings and on the arms of our youth, 

but each man and woman knew that faith had been usurped by doubt and 

that the Law held no true conviction any longer. And yet our falsity knew no 

bounds. As a nation we held to the Law with a draconian hand. The six tenets 

grew that century into over 40 laws -- each if broken would be punishable by 

death-- unless, you could pay for an indulgence. Forgive us! We pantomimed 

a new Imperium while you suff ered to maintain the veritable one. We are the 

cause of your dead-- buried for want of a delinquent cure-- buried because 

we played virtue while manufacturing greed, buried because we feigned 

harmony while engineering war. 
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UNITED REPUBLIC 
OF THE 
MIND
~626J.E. On the Mind~

“The body is the dust particle on which the mind crystalizes. 
But unlike dust, the mind is capable of complexity and geom-
etry and pure refl ection. It grows by absorbing and mirroring 
the invisible processes of the rational world. In time it will fuse 
and amalgamate with other crystal minds to form a perfected 
speculum that, like a snowfl ake, purifi es and cleanses the fi lth 
of protoplasmic existence. And yet, until that nuclear dust 
within the perfected snowfl ake is expelled, the mind will never 
truly be free.”

-Azimunta Klarik, URM Professor of Cognizance

DR. VOLMEER BHRENDASHA (URM PREMIER): CIRCA 680J.E.
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URM Society 10101
Ethos: 
- To truly and completely liberate the mind from flesh, morality, and time.

Philosophy: 
- The URM view pure, unfettered, and focused intellect as the only true power and the only 
pure goal. 

-The URM consider math the one perfect science and the one flawless language. 

-“Why does the bird rule over the worm, the cat over the bird, and the man over the cat? 
Intelligence grants the right to rule.” -Dr. Volmeer Bhrendasha, URM Premiere. 

-“The hungers of our bodies are anchors to impede the progression of our intellect. Words 
limit us, emotions draw us away from the mind.” -Dr. Volmeer Bhrendasha, URM Premiere. 

-“Morality is a wall constructed by men to guard their biological frailty, the soul a imaginary 
reservoir to hold the mire of emotions which entangle being.” -Dr. Volmeer Bhrendasha, 
URM Premiere. 

-“Purely isolated the human mind is an unclouded prism-- permanent, clear, and capable of 
capturing the light of the world. It is only we the URM who offer true rebirth and liberation 
from dark and confused existence.” - Khartix the Luminous 

Language: 
- Literacy that transcends literacy. Not only do the characters within the URM language 
have individual and combined meanings; the scale, rotation, color, value, number, and 
proximity of each character to another all have linguistic relevance. 

- All URM are polyglots-- speaking both dead and current languages-- however within 
URM societies, they primarily speak in numerals and ciphers.

The Arts:
- Though symmetry and geometry are evident within their societies, and though precise 
aesthetics are obviously present, it is unclear whether any art or music was made for 
enjoyment and beauty or simply as a mathematical necessity. 

Government:
- Very little is known other than it was a Technocratic (rule by technological expertise) 
Geniocracy (rule by determined intellect).

Military & Technology:
- The URM’s first weapons were basic munitions. Quickly, however, they progressed to 
sound wave and natural current weapons by connecting and harnessing Heian’s energy 
to small solar devices. 

- Not surprisingly, but still unbelievable, they finally weaponized their own minds with 
abilities that appeared related to: omnikinesis, telekinesis, psychic energy manipulation, 
and hive mind telepathy.
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ARTIST’S INTERPRETATION OF COMMON URM OBJECTS: CIRCA 749J.E.
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695J.E. 
URM Citadel

“We have not received so much 
as a hailing frequency from the 
United Republic of the Mind in 
generations. Scouting missions, 
offensive movements, and 
delegations of peace have all 
been equally disastrous.

Some vessels have been 
reported as being completely 
obliterated without the visual 
confi rmation of a single 
projectile or explosive. It’s 
as if the URM vessels are 
simply willing our ships to be 
dismantled… I do not fear the 
mystery of it but rather the 
horrifi c answer that someday 
may be revealed.”

-Ensign Petrov Venderi

715J.E. 
URM Southern 

“What we at fi rst believed to 
be decorative motifs turned 
out on futher inspection to 
be an advance URM codex. 
Literacy that transcends literacy. 
Not only do the characters 
within the URM language 
have individual and combined 
meaning, the scale rotation, 
color, value, and proximity of 
one character to another all 
have linguist relevance. A single 
page may contain as much 
information as an entire Zadoch 
novel.”

-Science Offi cer Jeroff Niken
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ARTIST’S INTERPRETATION OF LIFE AMONGST THE URM-LOCATION UNKNOWN: CIRCA 780J.E.
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URM MIND SCIENCE
“I was surprised when I fi rst witnessed a Separation. I thought it would be 
clean, precise, and sterile. It was quite the opposite. It was tangled, and loud, 
and violent. I asked the instructor whether it was always this way. He replied 
that when they fi rst began exploring a way to completely separate the mind 
from the body they too thought that it would be a small precision or perhaps 
a quiet dream or serene meditation that slipped the mind from the body. They 
tried every elegant surgery, every knife, every drug, every whisper, and every 
introspection. The mind could not be isolated. They began simply killing the 
bodies hoping the minds would fi nd a way to continue rationalizing. It did not 
work, but during these killings something extraordinary happened. During the 
most torturous deaths-- the ones from toxic poisons-- they noticed that the 
pain seemed to free the mind ever so slightly. So they increased the pain and 
built bigger and bigger machines to slowly poison the body. Over months the 
pain would increase and gradually the mind would seek a new home, one free 
from the pain. Separation is inherently violent. Like a caesarean, we must rip the 
mind from the body for new life to begin.” 

-Taessus Cyrix, on Separation

ARTISTS INTERPRETATION OF URM “SEPARATION” CHAMBER : CIRCA 700J.E.
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ARTISTS INTERPRETATION OF URM “SEPARATION” CHAMBER : CIRCA 700J.E.
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633J.E.
TS/URM Ship Evolution from 
Koblt to the 3rd age of Heian

“Evolution is an Unraveling. 
It is the destruction of 
what was for what can be. 
So to remain in a perpetual 
state of progress, the 
nature of a thing must be in 
constant destruction. One 
must-- in all things and at 
all times-- unravel.”

-Azimunta Klarik, URM 
Professor of Cognizance 
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680J.E.
URM Generation-1 Vehicles 

“We are not bodies which 
house a mind. We are minds 
which happen to be attached to 
bodies...what a small thin thread 
that adheres us.”

-Dr. Volmeer Bhrendasha (URM 
Premier)

700J.E. 
URM Generation-1 
Reconnaissance Vehicle

“The URM have been too 
quiet, for too long. The rare 
appearance of one of their 
vessels is more like seeing 
a spectral presence than a 
military machine.”

-Colonel Mazine Vendalez, 
Zado-Militum Guild
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685J.E.
URM Generation-1 Vehicles 
Misc

“What is a man but a 
rudimentary machine built 
by nature, what are man’s 
inventions but a continuation 
of the building process. 
What could be more natural 
than integrating these two 
indigenous building blocks.”

-Dr. Volmeer Bhrendasha (URM 
Premire)

720J.E. 
URM Generation-2 
Reconnaissance Vessel

“Upon fi rst glance, the political 
theories of the United Republic 
of the Mind present a beatifi c 
vision of Utopia.  When one 
scratches below the surface, 
however, we fi nd the seeds of a 
dark despotism that threatens 
the life and liberty of every free 
thinking man, woman, and child 
who is encircled by it.”

-Vice Councilor Reneen Osiris, 
Zado-Politica Guild Offi cer
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780J.E. 
URM Generation-2 
“Ghost”

“How to describe the URM 
from what we know about 
the current condition of their 
state and their state of mind...? 
Technically we don’t even have 
the raw data to fi ll out a beta-
report. Off the record, the 
feeling that always reoccurs to 
me is one fi lled with blinding 
brilliance and burning cold...
on the rare occurrence I see 
footage of URM movements my 
heart is stabbed though by what 
they have become; an icy blade 
of pure reason, and abstracted 
humanity.”

-Socio-Politica Guild Offi cer 
Nader Droback

750J.E.
 URM Generation-2 
“Coastal Defender” Model B

“We are intellectual beings 
having a biological experience...
How much do we gain when we 
can purely and resolutely isolate 
our intellect, and how much are 
those gains fettered because 
of the nature of our emotional 
and biological shortcomings...
If you were capable of entering 
a chrysalis, would you be brave 
enough to break that shell once 
you had evolved beyond its 
need?”

-Dr. Volmeer Bhrendasha (URM 
Premire)
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URM SHIP 
TECHNOLOGY
--Collated notes regarding preliminary research on URM material, 
power sources, munition, and other technology present on the 
Moon of Zahein, Heian--
-Prepared by Jarm Merritz, Intern to Master of Records: Encyclopedic 
Collator of Imperial Polytechnic Collegiate-
37th Cycle/19th annum: New Era

803J.E.

“The sky was a crystal 
chandelier. Each ship hung 
perfectly and precisely in 
formation. Their beauty was 
stunning like bright stars in 
the day azure. Their design 
was purity. It is still hard 
to believe that such grace 
wrought such death and 
destruction. It was if they 
hurled the very lightning 
bolts of the Holy One-- it 
was hard to look away.”

-Laklee Haxo, URM Scientist 
and Defector

Caveat: 
 As stated in previous publications and memorandums, the 
information set forth in this bulletin is simply our best attempt 
to grapple with a technology that is far more advanced than any 
NI scientist could ever have reasoned or imagined. We have only 
scratched the surface, and yet, we are already making leaps and 
bounds in the implementation of URM technology and engineering.  
May the Holy One continue to give us insight and guide our hands 
to its good and proper use. 

Material and Construction of Aircraft:
 The element employed by the URM for the construction 
of their aircraft remains unknown, despite being subjected to 
our most advanced analysis.  It is not believed to be a naturally 
occurring element on Heian, but rather, paradoxically as it may 
be, we believe it to be a manufactured element.  The basis of this 
theory is the mysterious fact that in between the rings and layers of 
its hexagonal structure, we have detected slight, but nevertheless 
present, ‘scars’.  It is believed that these are, however impossible 
it may seem, sub-molecular sutures.  Despite these, however, the 
element has proven to be incorruptible.  We have been, thus far, 
still unsuccessful in our attempts to fi nd or engineer any similar 
synthetic, natural, or ceramic counterfeit. 
 It has been recently speculated that the URM utilized 
a graphene-quartz matrix lattice as the basis for all physical 
constructs. This form would allow their ships to not only be 
phenomenal conductors of electromagnetic energy, but combined 
with the strength of the external structure, they would be 
capable of diacritic displacement.   In other words, where these 
matrices extruded, the URM would be able to generate powerful 
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null-fi elds where they would be able to censor terrestrial gravitation. 
How they invalidated Kaspik’s 8th Law, is still unknown, and yet, it is 
unquestionably the case that they did. 
 Once established these matrices were used to construct a 
circular framework, the skeleton of the actual vessel. A selection of 
URM candidates would then be placed around the framework, fused 
back to back. These candidates sacrifi ced all identities and non-
essential biological systems to be physically grafted into what would 
become a craft core, referred to as the Cortex Node. Following 
this integration, the URM would rectify a series of carbon based 
and crystalline truncated tetrahedrons within the null-fi elds that 
would eventually [an unknown period of time] create the entirety 
of the vessel.  Once matured, each component [or organ] of the 
ship had the capability of near complete detachment as long as it 
remained within the null-fi eld. It is surmised that each URM pilot, 
though united in machine and mind, governed separate units of the 
ship allowing each organ distinct articulation and operation.

Aircraft Power Sources:
 Though we will not concede our knowledge of physics to 
the will of metaphysics, it is impossible for us to deny a certain 
paraphysics to the technology of the URM. For the Cortex Node 
of each ship appears powered not simply by the electromagnetic 
and chemical reactions found in the organic brain, but powered also 
by the enigmatic matter of the mind. Ancient man understood that 
matter became living by the power of electricity.  It is clear that 
ever since the mythic primitive scientist struck a corpse with lighting 
we would be able to power inanimate matter by means of natural 
energy. We are not far behind the URM in this regard-- however, 
what powers the mind? And how can that power be used to control, 

create, and manipulate the surrounding matter if it, itself, is not 
matter?
 The answer, or rather a partial answer, was discovered in a 
series of historic phlogistic experiments. Pttelly Absidus stated in 
94J.E., as he observed a candle, that “the fl ame dances not because 
of what it consumes but rather because of what it hears-- a call back 
to the sky. Each whirl and sway is powered not by oil or fuel, but 
each is a gestured response to a silent symphony or conversation 
beckoning it home. Surely the wick is a barbaric shackle that keeps 
the fl ame from waltzing into heaven herself.” Absidus speculated that 
fi re was not a natural member of the material world. Flame had to 
be artifi cially produced and then restrained in order to be utilized. 
When it was, however, in the beyond-- its natural state- the fl ame 
would power itself where and when it desired. So it is with the mind. 
The URM perfected the separation of mind and body -- they released 
the fl ame from the wick. Despite being divorced from fuel, the power 
is still there, the fi re burns though it consumes nothing. It is as if the 
URM became the burning bush of the Holy One-- a blasphemy, but a 
beautiful one.

Munition:
 As with a complete lack of any observable conventional 
propulsion systems, these same craft also lacked any identifi able 
weapons systems. It is was observed, however, that before a munition 
was fi red, the ship would arrange its organs in what would be found 
later to be an artillery formation. By arranging itself in a precise manner, 
the ship itself would become the weapon. It is generally accepted that 
it focused its energy into a destructive fi eld-beam which it fi red in 
rapid, 10^12 per second, succession.
 This is supported by both recorded accounts and shipyard 
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manifests of battle-damaged craft.  Reports indicate damage consistent 
with a focused energy weapon, with clean cutting penetration of hull 
plating. However, many of these reports also mention aspects of 
damage with no known cause…namely an apparent restructuring 
of the molecular composition of integral materials surrounding the 
damaged areas. Long-since declassifi ed records for military analysis 
of this damage posit that the URM weapon systems included an 
ability to harness, or were based upon, resonance frequencies 
that would, in effect, “warp” or destabilize targeted substances at 
a molecular level, causing energy to pass through a target with 
disturbing ease as well as effectively annihilating materials in its path. 
In some cases, records indicate that targeted materials remained 
but were re-shaped into unrecognizable masses, or that elements 
themselves had simply been reorganized into new confi gurations.  

796J.E.
“Separated” URM Offi cer

“What are the eyes? Are 
they not unreliable prisms 
that distort and bend? 
Can any being claim truth 
because their eyes have 
perceived it? No, they are 
deceived. It is the mind that 
recognizes; it is the mind 
that knows. Therefore let 
your intellect be your eye 
and your genius your light.”

-URM Proverb #96101
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BOGORITE
MANIFESTUS
~715J.E.~

“We are the Bogorite Manifestus, the curators of the actual, the defenders 
of the manifest. We are the beautiful and we are the terrible. We are the 
monarchs of the mountains, the rulers of the seas, and the gods of the soil. 
Other unions pollute their lives with the imagined and with the intangible, 
with oughts and with shoulds-- this is weakness and stupidity. They are 
like children. But we, we monsters of matter, we rejoice in what is and 
what will be and do not concern ourselves with superstitions and ethereal 
nonsense. Come to me, my brood. Eat. Drink. Copulate. Embrace the 
actualized and shun thought and memory. Today. Today is all.”

-The Hive Father

THE HIVE FATHER: FIRST MUTATION, PRE-ASCENSION: CIRCA 706J.E.
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BOGORITE SOCIETY 10101
Ethos:
-To replace thought, which is an illusion, with instinct, which is biological and eternal. 
-To literally unite all matter as one living structure.  

Philosophy:
- Generally speaking, the Bogorite are pantheistic.  They claim the material world is true ‘divinity.’ 
- Lives are structured around a reverence for the material world (nothing exists but matter) the 
fistist have the natural right to thrive. 
- The Bogorite deny the existence of soul and mind independent of the body.
- Metaphysics is akin to blasphemy. 
- “What we see and physically feel is all that exists.  To claim otherwise is ignorance, profanity, and 
desecration.” -Hartrane Grazok, Living Material Sculptor

Language:
- The Bogorite consider the pursuit of literacy to be an empty goal that distracts from bodily activity. 
As genes are past down biologically from parent to child, so too should relevant information be 
passed down using biological or oral traditions.  However, when something must be written, it is 
done so with elementary images, marks, and illustrated bodily gestures and facial expressions. 
- Iconography is preferred to written language.
- Exceptions to the common illiteracy have been noticed within the Bogorite scientific community, 
where there appears a more complex written language.  

The Arts:
- There is a strong obsession with the physical arts. In particular: sculpture, rhythmic dance, and 
percussive music. 
- Tattoos and other body modification are common and expected. 
- Beauty is not a refined idea for the Bogorite, rather it is an assertion of power and expressed 
substance.  Therefore, Bogorite Art is often interactive and possibly sexual or violent.  
- Art is not to be appreciated but lived.

Government:
- The Bogorite Manifestus of the late first and early second age grew into a Kratocratic- (might makes 
right) Autocracy (rule by a single individual, an absolute monarch). Eventually, however, it became a 
Kratocratic Oligarchy under the Father of Five. 
- “Those that manifest the greatest and most useful physical properties are the ones to whom nature 
gives the right to rule.” - Tyruuk Ventire, Organic Weapon Trainer

Military & Technology:
- The Bogorite manufacturing goal is to replace all technological, inanimate, or ‘dead’ matter with living 
animate matter. In the first age, much of their war machines were a combination of living and nonliving 
weaponry. The closer they came to the great cataclysm the more they replaced the inanimate with 
the animate. 
- Military strategy is based on viral and microscopic battles perceived in nature. The intent is to 
overwhelm the enemy with anarchical viral monstrosities which act on instinct rather than intellect. 
- Bogorite ‘worship’ by participating in war.  War, for them, is the arena in which the strong are manifest. 
And since strength is equivalent to virtue, war is to actualize one’s own virtue.  
- “If we prove not to be the strongest, it is right that we fail, yet, we will not fail.” -Commander Nzar 
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COMMON BOGORITE OBJECTS: CIRCA 715J.E.
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BOGORITE-MANIFESTUS SOCIAL HIERARCHY

HIGH FATHER
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“Those that manifest the greatest and most useful physical properties are the 
ones to whom nature gives the right to rule.” 
                                                                    - Tyruuk Ventire, Organic Weapon Trainer

BOGORITE MANIFESTUS “HIVE” NEW IMPIRIUM ARCHIVES: CIRCA 819J.E.
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I AM BOGORITE
Op-ed published in the New Zadoch Daily Report, 730 J.E. 

I am Bogorite.
It has been many years since I purposefully looked back and 

pondered my upbringing and existence within the Bogorite Empire. 
Zado history books will not refer to it  as such, but to call it anything 
less would be an insult to the vastness and resilience of my people.  
The propaganda I see littering the streets tell only of the horror that 
existed within the hive cathedrals, and the Bogorite sympathizers 
merely romanticize a system that does not require honor and for-
tune to be inherited from a predecessor instead of by one’s worth.  
It is because of this that I feel compelled to offer a third option for 
Zado’s consideration, the truth.  People will have to decide on their 
own whether or not it is glorious or horrible.
 As for each child receiving the same start in life-- that much 
is true.  However, that does not grant the freedom that many would 
have you believe, and so the Chamber offers the opportunities that 
our fi rst nature kept from us.  Only the Worker Scientists and sur-
vivors know what exactly happens in the Chamber.  I, myself, have 
no personal experience with it, since I am a Maker, but I would not 
remember even if I had-- for you enter and leave a different being. 
 Children enter the Chamber at the age of nine.  We called 
this ritual The Great Awakening.  Some here in Zado might call it a 
coming of age ceremony.  However, unlike the ones held here it does 
not always end in celebration.  Any number of changes, or mutations, 
can occur.  Those who pass through the chamber with a benefi cial 
and beautiful change climb the caste-- those who receive a dysmor-
phia or un-useful adaptation remain the same, or fall into the Worms.  
While the fi rst pass through the Chamber is the only required one, if 
an individual wants to move up in the hierarchy, he must keep reen-
tering the Chamber.  But not without signifi cant personal risk. Each 
re-entry is another gamble with fate...

Whatever change is forged within the Chamber, 
be it benefi cial or debilitating cannot be unmade.  
Each change is but another chance at things go-
ing astray.  
 This idea of caste and chance determin-
ing destiny--  especially for a child-- this was what 
led me to leave the Bogorite.  The Chamber was 
a black box that none could manipulate.  Unfa-
vorable changes occur alongside the fantastical 
ones.  Those whose bodies bore the unfavorable 
changes become worms.  They are the most hid-
eous, the most monstrous, but Zado-- where is 
your mercy?  Where is your sense of justice?  You 
villainized us for our appearance, and killed us for 
our power. 
 Had I been consulted-- as I should have 
been-- before the assassination mission and the 
attacks that followed, I could have informed the 
military of this.  Then perhaps the remnants of 
the innocent would not be on display in the mu-
seums.  I often fi nd myself wondering if my son 
might be hanging amongst the pinned insects and 
portraits of your most wealthy.
 There have always been and will always 
be four outcomes of the Chamber.  The fi rst is 
a favorable change, something that benefi ts the 
individual and causes that individual to become a 
more signifi cant benefi t to the hive.  The second 
is the unfavorable change mentioned previously.  
These changes are any that offer hindrance in 
place of advantage.  Usually, this change material-
izes in the form of grotesque disfi gurement.  The 
third outcome is passing through the Chamber 
unscathed but also unchanged.  These become 
the caste known as The Blessed.  Those found 
within this caste live comfortable lives and are 
well looked after by the Elites, at the cost of their 
bodies.  These men and women are called upon 
to be living organ donors; if an Elite fi nds them-
self in need of a new heart, a member of The
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Blessed would provide it.  This act is seen neither as sacrifi ce nor death.  Bogorite society honors the body above all else; 
because of this, so long as some small part of ones original body is still living, the original being lives as well.  The fourth 
outcome is death.  Not all bodies can withstand the science and sorcery of the Chamber.  Whatever outcome females face 
upon entering the Chamber, there is always one unavoidable side-effect, infertility.  Therefore to avoid extinction, there is a 
lottery system that decides which girls will abstain from entering the Chamber.  This caste was known called The Makers, 
and I had a place among those proud sisters. 
 Mine and my sister’s pride and purpose was bringing forth new life.  I assure you it was not so horrible as propa-
ganda would have you believe.  I chose my partners when 
I was of proper age and held the right to deny anyone’s 
affections.  The High Father himself could not touch me-- if 
I did not wish it. 
 Because we did not enter the Chamber, our bodies 
remained, for lack of a better term, natural.  Instead of adorn-
ing ourselves in mutations and enhanced abilities we dyed 
and painted our skin in the colors of the earth and sky that 
clothed our world.  We wore headdresses of fi nely enameled 
metal and were not known for modesty in any of our endeav-
ors or dressing. I favored long draping skirts with only swirls 
of paint to cover my chest.  Even with all of my years here I 
still fi nd the weight of fabric on my chest confi ning. 
 It has taken me much time to look beyond the sor-
row to remember the joy I had once felt for my birthplace.  
It was easier for me not to think back to what was beautiful 
there; to merely nod whenever the conversation turned to 
the war and the severity of the Bogorite retaliation.  Writ-
ers and poets have forged me into a heroine who began 
planning her escape as she learned to speak.  Someone who 
saw the world around her as wrong, whose soul sought out 
truth and beauty and in fi nding none in the world that sur-
rounded her, planned an exodus.  That narrative serves its 
purpose.  While its words paint a pretty picture; the truth 
holds a terrible beauty. 
 My resolve to leave did not come about until after 
the Chamber claimed the smile of my second son.  It had far 
less to do with right and wrong and more to do with the 
limits of my resilience.  The desert might kill me, but there 
was an experience that would most certainly bring about 
my end if I stayed. 

 I had seen two of my children already pass through 
the Chamber and begin their climb through the caste system.  
So when my son came of age, I was far too sure of my biologi-
cal superiority to consider the possibility any offspring of mine 
falling to the Chamber.  Even I as I write, I question my right 
to call him my son.  I carried him and watched him as he took 
his fi rst timid steps before surrendering him to the Nurses, in 
whose care he and his older siblings were raised.  But I could 
not save him. I could offer no words of comfort as sackcloth 
was draped around him.  He was lead away staggering and 
swaying under the weight of twisted muscle and tumorous 
new growth.  Now only a shadow lingered in place where the 
child had been. 
 The Bogorite do not believe in the soul, but if such 
a thing exists, at that moment, mine was lost to me as I felt it 
break.  It was not until a few weeks later when I discovered I 
was pregnant that I knew I had a choice to make: my home or 
my child.  The decision to leave was easy.  Executing that deci-
sion was far less so. 
 I loved my home, with it’s intricately carved walls and 
inlaid drums reverberating with the heartbeat of my people.  I 
still remember the exhilaration and freedom of dancing at the 
fi reside, marking proof of my existence in swirling footsteps 
left in the sand.  These memories and my fondness of them 
mattered little when weighed against the fate my child would 
be forced to face if I stayed. 
 There is no word for soul in my mother tongue.  But 
my daughter grew up knowing the term and more importantly 
believing in all that its existence perpetuates.  The deep com-
fort this knowledge gives me and the unyielding light in her 
eyes may yet persuade me. 
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WORMS
“There will always be waste 
in a society- the broken and 
the unusable.  These are the 
Worms.  Nature has cho-
sen them to be deformed, 
grotesque, and fruitless- but 
thwey are not superfl uous. 
They, like debris, have 
meaning.  They are the 
mistakes that lead to 
perfection. They are 
the beggars that create 
generosity, the dirt that 
encourages cleaning. They 
are the husks that keep the 
golden grain from the fl ies. 
They are the slime on which 
the snail moves. The Worms 
are natural bottom feeders 
-- they have a purpose and 
therefore should not be 
pitied, but rather encouraged 
to remain faithful to their 
lowly existence.”

-Yeekam Zardex, Bogorite 
Ambassador to New Zadoch
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WORKERS
“Workers are genuine, 
sound in body, 
and appropriately 
unpretentious. They 
understand their worth, 
know obedience, and value 
activity for the betterment 
of all. They are generally 
content but carry a 
burden of duty. It is fair to 
say they believe labor to 
be their salvation. I was 
surprised by their kindness, 
even though I knew they 
wouldn’t hesitate to kill 
me if they saw some 
status benefi t attached 
to it. If all Bogorite were 
Workers, I think we would 
perhaps have a chance 
at negotiation, but they 
are not an empowered 
class. Whenever I would 
approach the idea of 
change, most would shake 
their heads and say ‘keep 
my eyes on my work.’ They 
sadden me.”

-Trensifi r Elizen, Offi cer 
New Zadoch Traders Guild
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SOLDIERS
“Do not fall prey to the 
heresies of compassion and 
empathy.  They are feeble 
and foolish.  If you see an 
opportunity to claim victory 
over another, do not hesitate; 
take it.  Express the virtue of 
your strength in daily action. 
If you fi nd offense, crush it. 
It is shameful to forgive and 
infantine to ignore a trespass. 
Confront all you meet with 
displayed superiority.  If they 
kneel, accept their allegiance, 
if they falter, take their life and 
anoint your godself in their 
blood.”

-Irasmie Katoe, Bogorite 
Military Chaplain
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GODS
“All matter matters, but some 
matters more. This is simple 
fact. Yes, it is true that all matter 
is one. But as it is in the body, 
some parts are more signifi cant. 
Is not the eye more useful than 
the toe? Is not the blood more 
necessary than the tooth? Is 
not muscle more powerful than 
skin? Is not hair more beautiful 
than entrails? So it is in society. 
Nature has designed some to 
rule over others because of 
their beauty, their power, and 
their usefulness. Any further 
thought on the matter would 
be destructive. Equality is con-
trary to nature. It is the fantasy 
of the derelict and incompetent. 
Power is what is real; it is the 
undeniable good, and weakness 
the world’s misery. The Elite are 
for this reason not only Gods, 
but they are Good.”

-Grandik the Eighth, Northern 
Bogorite Magistrate 
Ambassador to New Zadoch
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656J.E. 
Commercia–Biologic 
Entrance to the Seldarian 
Salt mines

“I’ve heard all the rumors about 
them, and I never believed 
them… until now…I always 
expected the Commercia–
Biologic to at least respect 
the spirit of the Central Law 
of Ethics, even if they didn’t 
agree with the letters...First 
the rumors, and now the 
documented reality of what 
has taken place inside the 
Seldarian Salts Mines...If they 
(the Commercia–Biologic guild) 
are not opposed, this Salts mine 
will be the very least of our 
worries!” 

-Neifhaen Roadlix, Labor Guild 
Supervisor 2nd Class

682J.E. 
Gorrod-Randalis: Bogorite 
trade city

“How long will we maintain this 
pretext of an alliance. Daily we 
watch the Bogorite Manifestus sink 
deeper and deeper into a bog of 
depravity. Stepping into their cities, 
and looking upon their citizens I 
am fi lled with the darkest loathing 
and deepest sadness....entering into 
their trade districts (always by day) 
I can’t help but notice the strange 
port-holes strewn throughout their 
settlements.  I try not to imagine 
what biological monstrosities gain 
egress by night....I loathe the day I 
graduated from the Trade Academy. 
My hopes of unifying our nations 
through commerce were nothing 
but the naive musings of a young 
and foolish idealist.”

-Trensifi r Elizen, Offi cer 
New Zadoch Traders Guild
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GORROD-RANDALIS: CIRCA 715J.E.
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727J.E. 
Religious Fervor

“In the years following Hive Father’s 
Assassination, a torrent of, what can 
only be described as, ‘religious fervor’ 
swept across the Bogorite. It was not 
mysticism in the strictest sense for it 
was entirely connected to the earth, 
the soil, and especially the rock. It 
was as if, in the wake of their Father’s 
death, the Bogorite sought the key 
that would unlock the secrets of their 
Mother, the planet herself. Monuments 
were built, pilgrimages were embarked 
upon, and even a few prayers were 
performed in secret. They were 
restless without their Father and were 
distant from their mother-- no matter 
how many hives they built within her. 
Only war would silence their isolation. 
Only destruction would appease their 
aching loneliness.”

- Eron Juris, New Zadoch War 
Correspondent

672J.E. 
Gorrod-Randalis: Bogorite 
Trade City (North West 
Corridor)

“On a physical, fi nancial, 
and philosophical level: the 
Borgorite Manifestus grows 
further from us day after day. Yet 
I believe that we can reintegrate 
our societies and that this 
reintegration can be largely 
accomplished through new and 
healthy trade relationships. Holy 
Presence guide our nations 
towards a new spirit of unity 
and brotherhood. “

-Trensifi r Elizen, Offi cer New 
Zadoch Traders Guild
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745J.E.
Incubation

“I am led to my chamber-
by Father.

Alone I go in.
Alone.
Alone.

I am not afraid. 
For there I know I will change. 

Not for country, not for kin, or friend 
But for myself I drink the Starless Ink.

It drips down my throat and consumes me-
Choking me.
Choking me.

Killing what was, so that the new can be 
Born.

30 Days I Remain
Dissolving and Evolving.

What has Mother wrought for me?
What will I become?

I emerge 
And shed my skin.

I am more. 
I am more.
I am more.

I am Bogorite Manifested.
I am more.”

-Lyrics by Dranzik, Lead singer of the 

Bogorite blood-rhythm band, DeathForce
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“WORMS” IN THE VALLEY OF GORALEEN: CIRCA 727J.E.
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NEW
ZADOCH
694J.E.

“New Zadoch is the one light on this planet.  We alone remember the mission. 
We alone have kept The Law.  The other unions, what do they have?  What have 
they done?  Everyday refugees from these failed states fl ock to our borders. 
Hungry.  Sick.  Scared.  We have food.  We have peace.  We have civility.  We 
have dignity.  Never forget, my brothers, that this is the result of the Holy 
One’s favor upon us.  We are his special chosen for we are the true children of 
the Imperium.  We know that we are more than fl esh.  We know that we are 
more than cold rationality.  We are spirit.  We are eternal.  We are the heart’s 
creation of the Holy One.  Therefore, brothers and sisters, be vibrant!  Be of 
good cheer!  For we shall not fail -- we will restore justice to this land.  We will 
cleanse the unfaithful from our midst, we will shut our doors to the animals at 
our gates, we will remain righteous on this pagan planet and we will remake the 
Imperium here-- and she shall be great again! 

- Kohar Qin-Zado, Emperor General of New Zadoch

UNKNOWN NEW ZADOCH STATESMAN: CIRCA 694J.E.
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NEW ZADOCH SOCIETY 10101
Ethos:
- To be in perfect balance with one’s self, one’s surroundings, and with the Holy One’s 
presence which surrounds all.  This balance is only found in strict adherence to the 
Central Law of Ethics.

Philosophy:
- The Central Law of Ethics is the guide for all moral, legal, and lifestyle choices. At the 
time of its founding in The Imperium there were 6 tenets in the Central Law, but that 
number ballooned to over 40 under New Zadoch governance. 

- The CLE possesses validity and authority for it is believed to be in harmony with the 
character of the Holy One-- who is worshiped monotheistically.

-New Zadoch adheres to a system of monotheistic tripartite-dualism.  A whole man is 
a balanced integration of mind, body, and soul who faces many dualities in life such as: 
life and death, light and dark, male and female, material and metaphysical, etc.

Language:
-The Zadoch language is quite similar to ancient Imperium-- though some strange 
discrepancies are found including the reduction of vowels, the loss of many articles, 
and what many would perceive as alien syntax and sentence structure. (We at the 
Department of Planetology found the placement and number of verbs quite baffling at 
times. There were several occasions where a sentence would consist solely of verbs.)

-New Zadoch holds literacy in high regard in both academic and vocational settings. 
Both oral and written language teachings begin at the age of one.

The Arts:
- Personal expression in the arts is paramount in New Zadoch-- particularly in fashion, 
music, dance, spoken word, and individual environment.

- Painting and portraiture tend toward a dark high contrast aesthetic. Whereas posters, 
graphics, and ads have a flat decorative feel. 

Government:
- New Zadoch is a Parliamentary Monarchy based and limited on a formal constitution, 
namely the CLE.

Military & Technology:
-New Zadoch is forbidden by the CLE to engage in certain practices related to war. 
Since most biological, intellectual, and spiritual manipulation is outlawed, the Zadoch 
weapons of warfare are primarily mechanical or chemical in nature.

-Compared to the Bogorite or the URM, most Zadoch technology was shockingly 
limited. It is presumed that the legalistic Zadoch interpretation of the CLE deeply 
constrained certain advances, which may have been one of the primary reasons the 
Bogorite and URM abandoned the Law.
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COMMON NEW ZADOCH OBJECTS: CIRCA 691J.E.
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NEW ZADOCH GUILD SYSTEM

PRIMARY GUILD

SECONDARY SUB GUILD

SECONDARY SUB GUILD

TERTIARY SUB GUILD

TERTIARY SUB GUILD

SECONDARY GUILD

PRIMARY SUB GUILD

PRIMARY SUB GUILD

TERTIARY GUILD

RULING GUILD

ZADOCH GUILDS

HOLDERS TRADERS BIOLOGIC MILITARY

OLD IMPERIUM SOCIAL SYSTEM

THE EMPEROR

THE IMPERIUM

PROPHETS THE GENERALNOBLES

SCIENTISTS ENGINEERS PLANETOLIGISTS LIEUTENANT 
GENERAL

HISTORIANS CRAFTSMEN EXPEDITIONISTS MERCHANTS SOLDIERS

MINERS LABORERS FARMERS MERCENARIES

REFUGEES PEASANTS CRIMINALS

OLD IMPIRIUM VS ZADOCH SOCIAL SYSTEMS NEW IMPIRIUM ARCHIVES: CIRCA 821J.E.
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SOCIO-
POLITICA 
GUILD
“What is public service? I am 
not your ruler. I am not your 
superior. I am your elected 
representative. I am your 
collective voice, I am your 
united body, I am your directed 
conscience. Let me know your 
desires, share with me your 
needs-- I shall deliver. I will not 
forget you nor will I forget the 
Law that binds us together. I 
rise each day not for jewels, 
nor for the praise of man-- I 
wish only to listen to you and 
to fulfi ll my duty to you. I am 
yours. It is for this reason I 
proudly wear the sash upon 
my breast-- for my heart is no 
longer my own.” 

-Leluli Faroo, Parliamentary 
Representative for the 
Southeast District, 684J.E.
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TRADERS 
GUILD
“It is not materialistic, nor is it 
against the Central Law to seek 
gain. It is not a selfi sh pursuit, for 
as one increases-- all increase. 
This is the heart of trade: fairness 
and equality. As I offer, I receive in 
due course. All men understand 
this language. All men desire to 
meet in peace in the marketplace, 
for it is only there that mutual 
survival is fundamentally 
necessary. I am young, but I am 
not naïve-- I understand there are 
challenging differences between 
the peoples of Heian- but I refuse 
to believe that we cannot offer 
each other something of equal 
worth and by that exchange 
assure our collective sustenance. 
Commerce must be continued. If 
we do not unify in life, we will do 
so in death.”

-Trensifi r Elizen, Offi cer New 
Zadoch Traders Guild, 660J.E.
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ZADO-
BIOLOGIC 
GUILD
“All members of our guild take the 
same oath, ‘to act only in a way that 
will promote, preserve, and protect 
the whole being.’  I vehemently deny 
the accusation that we are exclusively 
concerned with living matter.  We are 
not Bogorite.  Yes, the Zado Biologic 
Guild centers its identity on unlocking, 
healing, and mastering of our physical 
form.  But to heal means to make 
whole again.  And we are more than 
just organic material.  Our farmers 
know this.  Our doctors know this. 
Our scientists know this.  But let us not 
mince words-- we are under attack for 
simply stating that man does not live 
by ethic alone. If this is heresy, I dare 
any member of any guild to simply eat 
the pages of the damn law! He will die; 
and it is right that he should, for he has 
denied our entirety of being. We must 
have physical sustenance. We must eat. 
We must drink. What good are we to 
our spirits if we do not attend to our 
bodily necessities? What good are we 
to each other if we ignore our somatic 
anatomy?”
- Dr. Paya Witmeek, Biologic Guild Chair
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ZADO-
MILITUM 
GUILD
“I know just four things to be 
true, all else might be pure 
discharge.  I know that the 
Holy One exists.  I know 
that the Central Law is the 
singular light in this and in 
every universe.  I know that 
New Zadoch is the hope of all 
dignifi ed life, and I know that 
the 730JT MagViper Assault 
Cannon is the single greatest 
thing I’ve ever felt in my hands.” 

- from the journal of Petty 
Offi cer Jore Mattas
Chair, 660J.E.
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ZADOCH FASHION, 
COMMERCE,  AND SOCIETY

“Style is an expression of the 
balance that exists within your entire 
being. If your intellect is diminished, 
your fashion sense will trumpet it to 
the world. If your body is unhealthy, it 
is acutely evident in your appearance. 
If your spirit is corrupt or if it is holy, I 
can see it in how a blouse hangs from 
your shoulders. Though style may try 
to deceive, it cannot lie. It proclaims 
the condition of your character 
honestly. You may say that you have 
no style. Have you no soul either? 
Simply because you ignore it doesn’t 
mean it isn’t there, Honey. When 
you slip on a heel, or squeeze into a 
sleeve, you reveal who you truly are. 
There is no way around it… I know 
everything about you by that green 
sash you’re wearing, and baby, you got 
some dark secrets.”

-QQenn, Zadoch Designer 
and Personality

ZADOCH FASHION ADVERTISEMENTS: CIRCA 679J.E.
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ZADOCH FASHION ADVERTISEMENTS: CIRCA 692J.E.
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ZADOCH FASHION ADVERTISEMENTS: CIRCA 692J.E.
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652J.E.
New Zadoch Commerce 
Certifi cates and Bank Notes

“The free system of Guild Trade 
works because it exploits our citizens’ 
tendency towards greed. In order to 
gain more capital and ultimately guild 
dominance, an individual guild must 
produce a useful product at a fair price 
that is superior to other products or 
commodities at a similar price. When 
well-meaning idealists within the guild 
council experimented with a guild 
system in which standardized goods 
were distributed evenly between all, it 
led to poorly produced products, the 
hoarding of goods and a general state 
of corruption... If man were inherently 
good, generous, and outwardly 
focused, not leveraging nearly every 
circumstance to his own advantage, I 
would certainly favor a standardized 
system of equal distribution; but, 
history has proved decisively that this 
is not the case. “

-Finance Ambassador Velo Feraldi V

673J.E. 
New Zadoch Luxury 
Civilian Transport

“Wars and rumors of wars 
come and go with the wind, 
but day to day commerce will 
always be with us. The most 
reliable investment in that day 
to day traffi c is the very thing 
which facilitates it: non-military 
vehicular transport.”

-Transport Guild Leader 
Dranden Hadrack
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690J.E. 
A New Zadoch Advertisement
Printed on Back:

-The Eternal Spring-

“The Most Exclusive 
Zadoch Spa.”

”If you aren’t worth it, 
no one is.”

“25% off any 5 Handed 
Massage* “

“Free Zaden scrub with 
every purchase.

*”Only available weekend 
nights.”

625J.E.
Zetta146 Memorial Monument

“After we landed and after the 
Bogorite and URM cowardly 
abandoned us and took more 
than 80% of the technological 
resources with them, we had 
to consider the impossible and 
unthinkable-- the dismantlement 
of Zetta146 and with her our 
hope of a quick return to the 
Imperium. Hundreds died in the 
salvage process from radiation 
and from accident. If it were not 
for the bravery and sacrifi ce of 
those willing to dismantle the 
ship using only primitive tools 
and a little gumption, there 
would be no New Zadoch. This 
memorial is to them. May we 
never forget.”
-Guild Navigator Aneros 
Zanderon
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665J.E.
New Zadoch Historic 
Society

“Visit the New Zadoch Museum 
of Imperium History”

“Uncover your Ancestry, Enter 
into our Simulated City Walk, 
or Experience our New Exhibit:  
White Death!”

745J.E.
Zado-Militum Propaganda: 
10 Leaflets
The headline text on back reads:

1. “Kill the Bogs in their Beds.” 

2. “Be a Hero.”

3. “See the World while you save it.”

4. “Play with the Government’s best 
toys.”

5. “You’re never alone in the 
Military.”

6. “Size matters.”

7. “Don’t be a victim. 
Be the Calvary”

8. “0-1000 in 2.4 seconds.”

9. “Did you hear about our toys?”

10. “It ain’t R&R if you ain’t earned it.”
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685J.E. 
New Zadoch, Zado-
Commerce Recreation 
Guild: Promotional Material 

Illustrated cards promoting 
travel to various locals in New 
Zadoch. The headline text 
on back reads (from top to 
bottom):

1. “Visit the Sildalarian valley!”

2.”The green plains of 
Valnehawn are only a jump ship 
away!”

3.”Adventure awaits in 
downtown Arian!”

677J.E.
New Zadoch, Postcards: 
Unknown Origin
The headline text on back reads:

1.“If you can dream it.”

2. “Meet yourself for the fi rst time.”

3. “Visit today.  We might not be 
here tomorrow.”

4. “More than a weekend getaway.”

5. “Run the Kazorack.”

6. “Out of Nothing.”

7. “Haunted Tours: Just sign the 
Waiver.”

8. “Call in Sick.”

9.“Bring a book.  No, Seriously.”

10. “Guided Backland Tours.”
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615J.E. 
Vendalar City

“For all, the dismantling of 
Zetta146 and the consequent 
exodus to the world of Zahein 
represented a radical new 
beginning. For some that meant 
an opportunity to propel 
forward unbound by the rules 
and regulations that they 
believed had oppressed them. 
For others, it meant a fresh 
opportunity to embrace the 
laws which they believed held 
society in balance. The founding 
of Vendalar City represented 
to its builders a simple and 
invigorating return to the 
Central Law of Ethics. .” 
-Arien Rua New Zadoch Guild 
Historian

720J.E.
“Free Us from the Shadow”
A poster memoralizing the 
Bogorite attack on Bahdwon 
Monasteries of the Holy One.

“The 720J.E. Bogorite attack on the 
Monasteries was swift and devasting for 
the occupants of the three great towers 
dedicated to the Bahdwon monks and 
priestesses who worked as nurses to 
the poor and unfortunate citizens of 
New Zadoch. The Monasteries were 
considered by many as a holy sanctuary. 
Those that chose to ignore the Bogorite 
attack on the city of Laberdon (696J.E) 
or those guild leaders who believed (or 
pretended to believe) the attack to be a 
hoax perpetrated by the Zado-Militum 
to seize control were quickly silenced. If 
the resolve of New Zadoch citizens was 
made as hard as oak in the aftermath 
of the attack on Laberdon, it became as 
rigid as steel after the fall of the three 
towers.” 

- Arien Rua, New Zadoch Guild Historian
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720J.E. 
New Zaledeen City of 
Contemplation

“The way up is down. The path 
to true life is through death. In 
order to lead truly, you must 
truly become the servant of all. 
Turning the eye inward we feel 
only heat we see only darkness, 
turning the eye outward 
towards our fellow man and the 
Holy One (who formed him) 
we see light, we receive life and 
we are refreshed.”

-Sister Mandela Zendallix
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~691J.E.~
 In New Zadoch, the military guild, Zado-Militum, rises to complete 

power under the leadership of KOHAR QIN-ZADO. It is a peaceful transition, 

for no other guild can defy his might. The Central Law of Ethics is expanded to 

make this transition of power legal and virtuous.

 The three nations of Heian begin to have small but violent skirmishes 

near their borders. All believe WAR is inevitable on every front.

~694J.E.~ 
 Qin-Zado is given unilateral control over all Zadoch guilds and named 

EMPEROR-GENERAL. Within four days, 347 public executions take place 

across the nation. Qin-Zado is hailed as the restorer of a New and Great Zadoch. 

THE WORDS OF 
HALTORÉ ZADOZADO
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~696J.E.~
 In the northern coastal city of LABERDON, on the border of New 

Zadoch and the Bogorite-Manifestus, biological living weapons are 

unleashed against a small platoon of New Zadoch soldiers. It is unclear 

why the attack occurred-- but the devastation is complete and horrific. The 

entire platoon, save three survivors, is mangled, masticated, and burned 

with salivary acid. The survivors spend the rest of their lives in a sanatorium. 

The Bogorite cheerfully claim responsibility. With no hesitation, Qin-Zado 

declares unmitigated War.

~696J.E. -- 802J.E.~
 WAR: It is not enough that we are a divided Heian; neglect and 

indifference are deficient in offering us purpose. We are dissatisfied with 

mere animosity. Each nation, therefore, sets out to destroy the other with 

no thought of treaty or compromise. The remaining years of Heian history 

are blood and tears. 
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~697J.E. -- 703J.E.~
 As New Zadoch inaugurates outright war, Qin-Zado initiates a six-

year campaign to create a physical border around the northern and western 

boundaries of New Zadoch. A wall is first attempted and found to be an 

impossibility. It is proposed then, under great controversy, to transmute the 

fresh and brackish waters, which already divide the continent, into a viscous, 

acidic, and deadly gel that would ensure against a ground invasion. Qin-

Zado immediately agrees to this plan. So, a molecular cancer is engineered 

and unleashed on the water near the borders. 

 Within two weeks, the water becomes mucilaginous and thick -- plant 

and wildlife die and a toxic red mist rises from the neo-substance, mortem-

acidium. No life is possible within a half mile of the deadly causeway. It is 

heralded as the Bulwark of Qin-Zado, and it will secure the border for many 

years. It will also be the cause of 4 million deaths, both Bogorite and Zadoch. 
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700J.E. 
Bogorite Occupied 
Orlygustite City Limits

“Slowly and cruelly are our 
borders eaten away by the 
enemy.”

-Lieutenant Sadar Quifar, Zado 
Military Guild

696J.E.
The Destruction of 
Laberdon

“The spark which ignited the powder 
keg which both the citizens of New 
Zadoch and the Bogorite Manifestus 
had been dancing on for decades, was 
undoubtedly the defi lement of Laberdon 
in 696J.E.. That tragic event set both 
nations on a destructive trajectory 
that could never be arrested without 
the complete destruction or absolute 
subjugation of one or both nations. It 
wasn’t simply the loss of innocent life 
or the destruction of one of the most 
winsome cities in the empire which 
galvanized the animosity of the Citizens 
of New Zadoch, it was primarily the 
extent to which the Bogorite Manifestus 
trampled the Central Law of Ethics 
beneath their disfi gured feet that day. 
Simply put, it wasn’t their bloodlust 
which ignited the hundred year war, it 
was the biological weapons they created 
to execute that fi endish barbarity.”

-Arien Rua, New Zadoch Guild Historian
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~720J.E.~
 ASSASSINATION: Aft er a quarter century of escalating violence and 

death, Qin-Zado, now in failing health (he will die in his bed 18 months 

later), formulates a brilliant and reckless strategy to cut off  the head of the 

Bogorite-Manifestus. 

 The Bogorite denizens worship their leader as a god-- we know him 

only by HIVE FATHER. It is believed that if he, (more of an it or a they), is 

destroyed that the Hive will fall into chaos and ruin. This proved far from 

true. 

 In the heart of the winter, a time of sluggish inactivity among the 

Bogorite, an elite force of Zado-Militum infi ltrate the principal Hive and 

kill Hive Father. I cannot swallow the word “success” for this assassination 

leads to four more generations of war and to the immediate capture, torture, 

and dismemberment of our entire special unit force. My grandmother is 

among them. My father, a four year old boy, receives a carafe of wine by 

messenger two weeks later. Her left  breast is submerged within. 

720J.E.
Shazar Seraf, Assassin

“I never knew my grandmother.  My father 
barely knew her. I’ve heard the songs. I’ve 
heard the praise. She was courageous, she 
was beautiful, she spoke ancient Imperium, 
and she never lost a fi ght. But who was she? 
When I was four, the age my father was 
when he lost her, he sat down beside me 
and rolled up his sleeve. A scrolled tattoo 
was upon his arm, ‘Find Your Hill.’ He told 
me these were the last words she whispered 
to him before she left. ‘Find your hill’, he 
echoed to me. Make sure the hill is worthy 
of your everything and then know it as the 
place of your death. He then put his hand on 
my heart and said, ‘I found my hill here.’ He 
kept that promise, as my grandmother kept 
hers, and died protecting me three years 
later. I wear the words upon my arm now. 
And when I am asked why my grandmother 
would volunteer to leave her husband and 
her young boy for what was obviously a 
suicide mission- I raise my sleeve. She knew 
her hill, my father knew his, and I know mine. 
Do you know yours?”

-Haltoré Zado, 810J.E.
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~721J.E. -- 785J.E.~
 A tidal wave of religious fervor and hostile mania sweeps across 

the Bogorite-Manifestus. They are emboldened and galvanized by the 

assassination and begin an all-out invasion of New Zadoch. 

 New Zadoch falls into chaos aft er Qin-Zado’s death. No leader can 

match his dynamic authority. Guilds fi ght against guilds and we begin a civil 

war in the midst of a horrifi c invasion. Without a strong central Zadoch, 

states quickly fall to the Bogorite Swarm.

 By 785J.E. the Bogorite-Manifestus has swallowed more than half of 

the nation of New Zadoch. 

Marginalia for this period: 

 There is little to no movement documented with the URM. They 

remain silent and mysterious. A few exploratory and diplomatic missions 

are attempted, however… none return. It is rumored that the Bogorite have 

similar experiences. For this reason, war never approaches the URM border 

-- until 802J.E.
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HEIAN 
       AT
            WAR

Annihilation
noun: complete destruction or obliteration, the act of reducing 

to non-existence. 

HEIAN AT WAR: CIRCA 768J.E.
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HEIAN AT WAR: CIRCA 780J.E.
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BATTLE OF THE VALLEY OF GETHMIRE: CIRCA 797J.E.
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NEW
ZADOCH
“Here we gather on the edge of eternity, 
to strike down a foe that was once a family 
member.”

-Admiral Sydak Kremp, 785J.E.

ADMIRAL SYDAK KREMP: CIRCA 623J.E.
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770J.E.
Zado-Militum 
Propaganda Poster

“MADNESS MANIFESTED!”

755J.E.
Zado-Militum 
Propaganda Flier

“JOIN THE FIGHT”

Back reads:

“Every citizen can make 
a difference. Release the 

Warrior Within.”
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635J.E. 
Zado-Militum Scout Tank 
Model 621-B

“Strength on the ground, 
fortitude at sea, and power in 
the air: the three great pillars of 
military strength...we got two 
outta three and hell, that ain’t 
half bad.”

-Lieutenant Colonel Nadron 
Blix

683J.E. 
Zado-Militum Tank Division 
R&D

“The citizens of New Zadoch 
pool a tremendous amount 
of resources into peacetime 
developments in the arts and 
sciences, and it’s money well 
spent. Still, it would be foolish 
to build a beautiful home and 
garden without an equally 
strong wall to keep out wolves 
and brigands.”

-General Kohar Qin-Zado
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702J.E.
Zado-Militum Tank Division

“The radical branch of the 
Commercia-Biologica that 
boarded with us on the 
Zetta146 has since transmuted 
into an enemy, unlike anything 
the Imperium has ever seen. 
May the Holy One guide our 
hand in assuring that it’s an 
enemy no other Imperial citizen 
ever has to face. May our 
course and the course of our 
munitions fl y ever straight and 
true, and may the peace of the 
Perfect Presence reign forever 
in this place and throughout the 
Imperium”

-General Kohar Qin-Zado

645J.E. 
New Zadoch, Zado Militum 
“Bale-Frog” Model 653-C 

“Trying to fi gure out why on 
earth we ever abandoned our 
walking tank division is beyond 
me and apparently way past my 
pay grade.”

-Tank Colonel Derk Haz
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680J.E. 
New Zadoch, Zado Militum 
“Stinger” Model TD-532A 

“We will settle for nothing 
short of total land control, total 
border control, and complete 
dominance of every damn foot 
of earth beneath our feet.”

-Tank Colonel Derk Haz

717J.E. 
New Zadoch, Zado Militum 
Reconnaissance Vessel 

“Miltary strategy without strong 
military intelligence is like a 
predator with no olfactory 
organs”

-Colonel Mazine Vendalez- 
Zado-Militum Guild
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720J.E.
New Zadoch, Zado 
Militum Ground-Air 
Reconnaissance Vessel 

“In order to uphold military 
superiority, our soldiers must 
center their thoughts within 
the skull case of the enemy. If 
they fail to do this, it will be 
impossible to properly predict, 
to surprise, or to outfl ank the 
enemy. Misinterpreting the 
enemy will lead to defeat. This 
is how states fall, and other 
empires rise to replace them.”

-General Kohar Qin-Zado

680J.E. 
Zado-Militum Battalion

“Our military forces abroad 
and our domestic network 
of offensive and defensive 
capabilities represent a 
sagacious investment by the 
commerce guilds and citizens 
of New Zadoch. The return 
on this forfeiture of resources, 
in terms our national strength 
and the peace which exists 
within our borders is a jewel 
of immeasurable worth in the 
crown of all those who seek to 
lay hold of freedom and justice.”

-Lieutenant Colonel Sadir 
Genad
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700J.E.
New Zadoch, Zado Militum 
“Vigilante” Model V653-A

“The Zado-Militum’s rise to 
dominate the economic and 
political landscape of New 
Zadoch is a reminder of the 
most basic economic principle: 
Supply and Demand. It was 
the enemies of our state 
which created the perfect 
environment for Kohar Qin-
Zado and the Zado-Militum to 
take the reigns of rulership.”

-Balastross Hadron, Economic 
Vice Regent

750J.E. 
Zado-Militum Armada and 
Accompanying Ground 
Units

“A nation’s strength is under-
girded by its ability to produce 
commerce. Commerce is only 
as strong as the military which 
protects and feeds into it. 
Cannons protect lives, but they 
also pave streets.”

-Finance Ambassador Velo 
Feraldi V
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690J.E. 
New Zadoch, Zado Militum 
“Vigilante” Model V553-D 

“When in doubt just weld on 
more cockpits and cannons.”

-Dekherd Rosalis, Lead Engineer 
and Aviation Specialist

720J.E. 
Zado Militum Bogorite 
Infi ltration Divison Units 

“The B.I.D was a Zado-Militum 
division whose goal was to 
develop advanced military 
machines which moved and 
looked like Bogorite units. 
I’m happy to say that it was 
an ambitious and ultimately 
successful enterprise...I am 
grateful for every soldier, 
scientist and engineer that gave 
their blood, sweat, and tears to 
labor with me and the B.I.D. In 
all my years of military service 
I’ve hardly seen such synergy 
and devotion.”

-Commandant Malrez Zendego
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730J.E.
Zado Militum: Handheld 
Munitions

“I have been told that the 
Holy One makes no mistakes, 
that we are born perfect, but 
not securing a Bromgart FS 
Actuated Automatic 425 to
every damn shoulder in New 
Zadoch sure comes close.” 

-Kranite Tratok, Zado Ground 
Force Commander

780J.E. 
Zado-Militum: “Berzerkers”

“You will show no mercy 
because none will be shown to 
you. You will kill indiscriminately 
because CB and TS scum ceased 
being brothers to humanity 
before they had taken ten 
breaths on this planet. You will 
eradicate the URM and the 
BOGS because if you don’t you, 
your mothers, your fathers, 
your sisters and your brothers 
will be mercilessly and violently 
crushed under foot.”  

-Madrix Encino, Sargeant Major 
New Zadoch Marine Corps
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595J.E. 
Zado-Militum 
Reconnaissance Prototype 
Model A14-A

“From rocky beginnings to 
technological epoch...today is 
a good day to be a member of 
the Zado-Militum....Huzzah!”

-Colonel Mazine Vendalez, 
Zado-Militum Guild

720J.E. 
Nation of the New
Imperium: Soldier

“Not every citizen of the nations 
of Zahein has clear loyalties to The 
URM, BM or NZ nations, nor are 
the boundary lines of nationhood 
as clear cut as those we see on 
offi cial Mapping guild documents. 
The self-proclaimed Nation of the 
New Imperium stands as a unique 
hybrid of the Old Imperium, 
the URM, the BM and NZ. Not 
offi cially recognized by any nation 
and set both in collaboration and 
opposition to them all; the NNI 
remains as a unique refuge to 
those seeking  political asylum or 
an alternative to the philosophical 
and political rigors of the prevailing 
powers.”

-Arien Rua, New Zadoch Guild 
Historian
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BOGORITE
MANIFESTUS
“We cannot lose for we are the eternal 
force of soil, fi re, wind, water, and fl esh. Our 
enemy relies on his manufactured toys; we 
rest in the powerful arms of our Mother 
Planet. Their weakness cries for death, and 
we shall mercifully give it to them.”

-Father of Five, 789J.E.

UNKNOWN BOGORITE NOBLE-WOMAN: CIRCA 623J.E.
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765J.E. 
Sonar-Magnetic Imaging 
Display of  Bogorite-
Manifestus “Mosquito”

“Born and bred underground deep 
within the secret catacombs of the 
Bogorite manufacturing facilities, 
the Bogorite “Mosquito” is a swift 
and deadly weapon.” Light and 
agile the “Mosquito” can easily 
cover 25 metrics in a single leap, its 
rigid proboscis effortlessly tearing 
through body armor and fl esh. The 
proboscis itself works as a two-way 
pump swiftly robbing its victim of 
internal liquids and viscera while 
simultaneously injecting it with 
virulent disease and bacteria. Easily 
destroyed with  simple munitions, 
but very hard to successfully 
target.”

-Science Offi cer Salodeen 
Tumtuach, Zado-Biologic Guild

785J.E. 
Bogorite-Manifestus “Night 
Terror”

“Twilight is a particularly 
foreboding time on the 
battlefi eld, and the nights out 
here are typically the least 
restful time of the day. There 
are things which creep between 
shadows, which I desire 
desperately not to remember, 
but which I can mournfully 
never forget.” 

-Petty Field Offi cer Bazel 
Notiro
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765J.E. 
Sonar-Magnetic Imaging 
Display of Bogorite-
Manifestus “Collector”

“In the same way that our war 
effort is fueled by steel and 
petrol so the fi ghting machine 
of the Bogorite Manifestus is 
sustained through the collection 
of raw biological resources....we 
have monitored many Bogorite 
entities whose primary 
purpose is the gathering of 
such resources (alive or dead) 
directly off the battle fi eld.” 

-Science Offi cer Salodeen 
Tumtuach Zado-Biologic Guild

765J.E. 
Bogorite-Manifestus Field 
Sketches 

“The Bogs can grow 
military equipment at more 
than twice the rate that we 
can manufacture it. They 
have the added luxury of 
producing hardware that 
can think and make tactical 
maneuvers without an 
offi cer operating it... Holy 
One help us all.” 

-Madrix Encino, Sargeant 
Major New Zadoch Marine 
Corps
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789J.E.
Bogorite-Manifestus
“Leviathan”

“They’re the size of trees and can 
move across a fi eld as fast as any 
ground transport-- and they can 
rip a Tank apart as if they were 
cracking open an oyster.  I’ve seen 
it.  We had one on our tail -- had 
to be going at least 90- pedal to 
the metal-- but the unit to our 
left was in the heavier V43, I think 
Offi cer Razok was piloting it. He 
took a turn too quick and fl ipped 
the Tank.  The Leviathan was 
on them in no time, it tore the 
Tank apart, picked up the pieces, 
enlarged its bottom jaw, and 
slurped up the contents whole. 
I could still hear men screaming 
from inside its gut.”

-Marine Offi cer Gillett, New 
Zadoch

721J.E. 
Bogorite-Manifestus 
“Seeker-Gatherer”

“Death is a mercy on the 
battlefi eld. Early in our 
campaigns, we realized that 
Bogorite soldiers only use 
killing force when pressed. Too 
late we came to understand 
that their primary objective is 
not to destroy our soldiers but 
to gather them as resources. 
Today suicide capsules  have 
become an unoffi cial-black 
market component of most 
soldiers equipment packs.”

-General Kohar Qin-Zado
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793J.E.
Bogorite-Manifestus
“Incubus”

“In the last 25 years of treating 
trauma in soldiers, none manifest 
worse symptoms then those who 
encountered Incubus. Sadly we know 
next to nothing about them, just that 
they reveal themselves only on the 
darkest nights, that they use vibrating 
color to induce narcosis, and that 
they fi rst feed on the kidneys of 
their prey.  The few surviving soldiers 
have also said that they noticed a 
distinct odor before their attack, 
best described as rotting cherry 
mustard. Madness is unavoidable 
after any form of contact.”

-Dr. Therben Jastish, Zadoch 
Military Psychology

761J.E.
Bogorite-Manifestus
“Canker”

“Don’t swim north of the 
Vaspar Plains. Don’t drink the 
water north of the Vaspar Plains. 
My suggestion, don’t go north 
of the Vaspar Plains.”

-First Sergeant Makrone, New 
Zadoch Infantry
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735J.E. 
Bogorite-Manifestus: 
Infantry Unit 

“You can see em’ from a mile 
off, but you can smell em’ 
from three. As horrible as they 
look, the visuals are nothing 
compared to to the scent. The 
docs tell me that smell is the 
sense which connects us closest 
to our memories. I hope to 
God they are wrong.”

-Brancer Denwok, Zado-
Militum Petty Offi cer Third 
Class

786J.E. 
Bogorite-Manifestus 
“Master/Slave”

“From a purely scientifi c 
perspective, a biologist must 
stand in awe of all the Bogorite 
have been able to accomplish 
is such a short time. However, 
as a human being formed in 
the image of the Holy One I 
must reel back in horror as I 
ponder what the citizens of the 
Bogorite-Manifestus have lost 
or traded away in the name of 
‘progress’.”
-Science Offi cer Salodeen 
Tumtuach, Zado-Biologic Guild
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BOGORITE WEAPONS OF WAR: CIRCA 765J.E.
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705J.E. 
Bogorite-Manifestus “Black-
Tower”

“Forget the Central Law of 
Ethics, the laws of nature 
themselves have been bent and 
broken by the insatiable desires 
of the Hive Father and his 
nation of degenerations.”

-Professor Alexoff Notrellix, 
Zado-Biologic Guild
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BOGORITE WEAPONS OF WAR: CIRCA 782J.E.
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 If ever this chronicle reaches you, this may have value for 

posterity-- so let it be know that I, Haltoré Zado, am born under a 

hailstorm of biological weapons, in the year 760J.E. 13 years later I will 

follow my grandmother’s path and join the Zado-Militum, and will, two 

years aft er that, take on the mantel of ZADO -- and by my 42 birthday I 

will have betrayed, for the sake of my conscience and for my friends, all 

of the vows I made to New Zadoch. But this is not my story.

THE 
RETURN
TO KOBLT

THE BREAKING OF HALTORE ZADO : CIRCA 792J.E.
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~785J.E. -- 801J.E.~
 A mysterious oligarchy called the FATHER OF FIVE comes to power 

in the Bogorite-Manifestus. This new leader is fi ve individual entities that 

are believed to constitute the reincarnation of the Hive Father. They achieve 

unprecedented control and worship. They pump the bellows of war and 

ignite the entire Bogorite nation into an inferno. Those fl ames engulf New 

Zadoch and refugees begin to fl ee to the only safe zone-- the northern 

borders, near the URM. 

 It is during these years that a small and secret coalition of ex- Zadoch 

scientists and military offi  cers in league with a few courageous Bogorite and 

URM defectors, begin to form and enact a philosophy called AFFINITY. 

This belief system, according to Zadoch law, is pure heresy-- it states that no 

man is an individual-- that all men, Zadoch/Bogorite/URM, are each only 

a partial being-- that they are the other self of another. Those that hold to 

this belief are killed violently by any who hear it. And so these fanatics go 

into hiding and form the blueprints for EXODUS.  Not only do they seek a 

place where they might be able to freely express their beliefs, but also it is 

feared among them that the destruction of Heian is inevitable. In whispers 

it is shared that each nation is developing world ending weapons, and none 

more terrifying than the partial reports that are slowly dripping out of 

the URM. Therefore, these Rebels, Renegades, and Revolutionists-- from 

every nation -- conspire in absolute confi dence to do one thing: build a 

ship powerful enough for deep space travel and large enough to act as an 

ark for refugees from every belief and background. This ship, Zetta147, will 

sail to Zahein’s other moons or if possible, return to the Imperium. It is a 

fool’s plan, one that makes each man and woman who participates in it a 

traitor. Nevertheless, they begin construction in a subterranean cave and in 

792J.E. I fi nd them.
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 It was not my intent to join them, for I was a blind defender of all 

that New Zadoch stood for and they were the spiritual and political enemy 

of Zadoch, so therefore, my enemy. And yet, how they cared for each 

other and how they cared for me upon our first meeting! Bogorite working 

beside Zadoch working beside URM all in unified purpose. Was it a utopia? 

By no means, but they were patient with each other and as I witnessed 

the attention and instruction they offered each other, I began to change. 

I studied them and practiced Affinity and slowly my heart was united to 

their hearts. I followed them, I helped them, and eventually I led them for 

I had found my hill to die upon. But as I said, this is not my story. 
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~801J.E.~
 New Zadoch refugees, under the startling leadership of the Zado-

Agrarian Guild, manage to create a strong resistance in the North and fi ght 

back any further attacks from the Bogorite. 

 In answer to this defense, and in hubris and lunacy, the Father of 

Five contrives an invasion from a northern position-- however, in order 

for this maneuver to be possible they must fi rst traverse through the 

United Republic of the Mind. The Bogorite advance through the URM for 

nearly a year, and just as they plan their fi nal and decisive assault upon the 

New Zadoch refugees-- the URM awake and respond to this invasive and 

irksome disturbance. 

URM VESSELS FILL THE SKIES OF NEW ZADOCH: CIRCA 802J.E.
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URM VESSELS ANNIHILATE ZADOCH A STRIKE TEAM: CIRCA 802J.E.
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~802J.E.~
 DESTRUCTION: The United Republic of the Mind unveil and unleash 

their full might upon all of Heian. The decimation is not targeted on any 

specific nation or life form. It is a sagacious war against any flesh and every 

soul.  Squadrons upon squadrons of URM vessels take flight on the 6th day of 

summer-- the suns, the moons, even Zahein herself are obstructed as the sky 

turns to obsidian with the URM battalion. For one brief moment it is unclear 

whose side the URM will take-- but quickly it is divined that the mind has no 

empathy, it has no body to touch, no heart to feel, no other to minister to -- it 

is clear that the URM will be only for themselves.

 The URM crafts vivisect New Zadoch and Bogorite ships midair without 

any visible artillery. Their cold crafts, as horrifying as they are beautiful, tear 

through both air forces like aerial Gil-Hawks feeding on sparrows. It rains the 

pieces of Zadoch pilots and burning Bogorite jockeys for hours. 

 Within 11 days the nations of New Zadoch and the Bogorite-Manifestus 

are utterly laid to waste. The URM’s weapons, though barely physical in form, 

are cataclysmic in force-- half of the known population dies.

 On the 12th day an eerie silence descends across the continent. The 

URM vessels hover, unmoving and mute, over major cities like nefarious, 

lightless rainbows. Then-- from the ships, capsules, no larger than redmelon, 

hail down upon the cities. Screams and sirens rupture the silence--- but no 

explosions are seen or heard. The capsules remain intact on the surface of 

the landscape, opened but empty-- littering rooftops and streets. Had the 

URM in all of their great intelligence engineered faulty bombs? Was the 

Holy One finally waking to our plight? 

 By the rise of the 3rd Moon, we discover the truth. Legion upon 

legion of citizens, Bogorite and Zadoch, begin to develop calcium deposits 

across their torsos and faces-- the unmistakable first signs of White Death. 

 It has never been confirmed, though perhaps you know the truth by 

now, but it is our belief that Transcenda-Scientifica first engineered White 

Death within the Imperium. By design or by accident we believe that they 

first let it loose upon the world and two centuries later, the URM perfected 

it as a weapon and this time none were immune. 
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~803J.E.~

WHITE 
DEATH
“The familiar systems of the disease 
overcame our population. Mineral 
deposits formed across fl esh in the 
ancient Imperium documented patterns. 
The cells of bodies genetically modifi ed 
by the virus began to form cartilaginous 
structures at the site of even the slightest 
trauma. Soon the cartilage was replaced 
by bone, slowing the body and then 
trapping it inside an exoskeleton cage. 
Within that prison, the physical body 
began to enter a state of hibernation 
slowing almost to a halt, while the 
mind budded into heightened states of 
frenzied activity bordering on madness. 
Human forms frozen near each other 
were found meshed together, forming 
macabre colonies connected by bony 
bridges.  These mystifying communes 
were believed to be metaphysically 
linked, and it was a favorite belief 
amongst our scientists that they shared 
their frenzied thoughts amongst 
themselves through a vast neurologically 
superstructure.”

-Dr. Karaa Huru, New Zadoch Zado-

Biologic Guild Chair
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~802J.E. -- 804J.E.~
 By the Holy One’s providence we remain hidden and unaffected 

within our deep cave. There are several hundred of us now and EXODUS 

is nearly complete. We quarantine ourselves from the air, water, and news 

of the world above. All we know is that the world that we abandoned years 

ago has now abandoned itself. The inhabitants of Heian have torn each 

other apart and now the planet herself is doing the same. It is as if Heian 

has become infected-- her soil begins to turn to ash and an exoskeleton of 

slate begins forming on her surface. Heian is dying.

 Daily we feel the earth shake; daily we hear cries from her core. 

We work to the sounds of Heian’s wails and we labor with the knowledge 

that it is we the buried that must survive for those upon the surface are 

already dead. But we work gladly and in harmony with each other. The 

URM, the Bogorite, and the Zadoch contribute evenly to the construction 

of Zetta147-- so named because there is only one possible destination-- 

home. If we are to die of White Death-- it will be in the mythical Imperium 

that none of us know-- and not on the moon that none, after 200 years, 

feel at home in.

 During these years I begin to notice a strange mutation in my fellow 

Halcyon Rebels-- the URM lose their translucence, the Bogorite begin 

developing a written language, and we-- the people of New Zadoch-- we 

return to the truth of the Central Law of Ethics-- but we follow one and 

only one tenet-- “Be love. Be love in mind, body, and soul.” Affinity rules 

all of our actions, all of our emotions, and all of our thoughts. We begin to 

see ourselves in each other, and we begin to care for each other as we would 

care for ourselves. 

~804J.E.~
 ASCENT: Zetta147 is complete and we-- the traitors, the deserters, 

the misfits, and the fools-- gather at the doors of our ark and rest our faces 

upon each other’s hands-- we offer and vow ourselves completely, not 

to the mission but to each other. We had found each other in this cave-

- a place we thought would be our tomb-- but now, after 19 years, is our 

resurrection.
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 On the 3rd day of spring, we enter the ship. We power our engines 

on and the cave quakes and ignites in fl ame. The entire moon shakes and 

groans. We soar through the long and dark cave toward the surface and 

Heian cracks open and we emerge from her womb. 

 We look once more upon the breathless moon. It is a wasteland and 

a crypt. We thrust our engines open and ascend off  the planet-- into the 

atmosphere and toward the Imperium. 

 And yet, we cannot escape the legacy of our people. We will discover 

two weeks later that as we opened the engines to lift  off  from the planet’s 

gravity-- we sucked in 50 hectacres of Heian’s defi led air into our vents...

White Death is now upon Zetta147. 

~804J.E. -- 810J.E.~
 As our bodies turn white, as our cartilage rips through our skin and 

turns to bone, and as we cry and scream to each other--- as our bodies 

become exoskeleton cages and we go mad within our new prisons---- we 

search for a cure. We combine our knowledge, we work together, and by 

one fateful accident, we fi nd the doorway to the cure. 

“THE GLORIOUS UNIFICATION OF THE IMPERIUM”: CIRCA 803J.E.
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THE EXODUS OF THE ZETTA147 CIRCA 803J.E.
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 FINTORK BASTAL, a Bogorite engineer and a noble man, is the first 

to die. We all gather together in the hanger bay-- we hold hands-- we speak 

to his body and weep for it as if it is ours -- and then we launch his body 

into space. As we watch his body float into the darkness we notice small 

white dust emanating from his skin. His skin is flaking-- and the cartilage 

is breaking off---his face takes on its natural hue for one last second and we 

realize--- White Death cannot live in zero gravity. 

 We turn off our gravity stabilizers and begin experimenting. By 

remaining in zero gravity we are able to halt the spread of White Death-- 

but not reverse its course. We spend the next six years without gravity. Our 

bodies, though now deformed, float like our minds and souls-- we are free 

from burden and from heaviness. We labor and love together-- and we find 

completion, not simply for the task we were sent off to do two centuries 

ago, but we find completion in our being-- united with each other. And… 

we find the cure. We name it Salvare -- for it is salvation. 

HALTORE ZADO AND THE ADVANCEMENT OF A CURE: CIRCA 804J.E
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~810J.E.~ 
 An outlier asteroid from Leonane has destroyed our oxygen tanks. 

We have three weeks left  of air… Our bodies will reach the Imperium in 

four weeks. So, I take it upon myself to write you these chronicles. May you 

receive them-- and may you hear them… 237. It has been 237 years. . .

 I am being told even now that I must fi nish and place these words 

in the capsule along with Salvare, and what is left  of the Moons of Zahein. 

Know this, whoever you may now be-- we left  broken-- and we return 

whole- -we left  sad-- and we return happy. We have found the cure-- but it 

is not Salvare-- it is a life in each other. 

I am yours,

Haltoré Zado
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Regarding the discovery of the Capsule

*A meteorite is spotted entering Imperium airspace over the Bendala Peninsula at 1^53 standard 6-20:810J.E. 

*A radio signal leads our team to a damaged capsule off  the southern Bendala Peninsula.  7^41 standard 6-21:810J.E.

*The unopened capsule is brought to NIDP headquarters. 14^32 standard 6-22:810J.E.

*Among countless artifacts, papers, recordings, drawings, and art-- there is a single vile labeled Salvare and a journal 

next to it inscribed with the ancient Imperium words, “We have found the cure.” 

We at the NIDP believe these words to be both accurate and truthful.

Blessings upon you all. 

Your Servant-- 

 -- Giga Vada III

THE DISCOVERY OF ZAHEINIAN CAPSULE 
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* Bonus easter egg hunt! Find: A black cat, a lecture loving mouse, a man holding a giant “snake”, another man pooping from fear, a “Vogue” dance-battle, dingle-balls hanging from 
a giant diaper, two dudes wearing headphones, a Guild Navigator, crystal magic, grape Koool-Aid,  a third nipple, at least ten fl oating balls, a hitch-hiking insect and two space crabs.
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About This Book-

 In 2015, I was recruited alongside Disney artist David Gardner (Beauty and the Beast, Rescuers Down Under) by the Santa Fe University of Art 
and Design. We were charged to develop and lead a concept art and illustration program with one proviso: that it would be what we wished we had 
as art students. So, over the next year, we refi ned our wordless hopes into a compelling program and empowered our students to put pencil to paper. 
Sadly, only two semesters into our dream program, the corporation fi nancially backing SFUAD announced that they had decided to shut down the 
entire University! We would have one more year, but in the end, after a forced expulsion of 85% of our design major only nine students remained. 
    
    We had no time for languid education; we would have to build the plane in the air! Along with my remaining pupils and three former students 
turned art directors, I formed a small concept design studio within the Garson Studios on campus. We spent the year in Zahein-- exploring the 
outer regions of the Imperium, the cold minds of the URM, and the terrestrial burrows of the Bogorite-Manifestus. We build a story and a world. 
We constructed tanks, designed costumes, gave speeches, fought wars, and heroically defeated the White Death! It was in this, the fashioning of fantasy, 
that we became not just better artists, but better students of life. It was truly an otherworldly time. What you hold in your hand now is the labor of 
love produced with that last senior class. 

                                                  Leave no stone unimagined.
    
                                                           
                                                                                                                  ~Jacob Romeo Lecuyer - Christian Horning
                                           

                                                           
                                                                                                                  ~Jacob Romeo Lecuyer - Christian Horning

Artwork by Katie Prouty - katieprouty.com

                                                           
                                                                                                                  ~Jacob Romeo Lecuyer - Christian Horning
                                                           
                                                                                                                  ~Jacob Romeo Lecuyer - Christian Horning
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